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“When I started I wasn’t
really doing anything
but venting frustration.
I’m still doing that
but I’m more aware of
creating something that
has a meaning and a
point to it. I
like to question
things and make
people think.”

RAWZ

Talking rap, The Rolling Stones
and the path through life with
Oxford’s leading rhymer.
Also in this issue:

Truck, Comon People and Cornbury
line-ups announced.
Introducing The Aureate Act
plus

Six pages of Oxford gigs and seven pages of
local gig reviews.
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Sat 20th Feb • SOLD OUT • 6pm

Sat 12th Mar • £7 adv • 6pm

Fri 22nd April • £16 adv • 6:00pm

+ Hippo Campus

+ Crows Reign
+ Hell’s Gazelles
+ Raised By Hypocrites
+ Infurious

Fri 22nd April • £25 adv • 6:30pm

Little Comets

Thurs 25th Feb • £18.50 adv

Stiff Little Fingers

Fri 26th Feb • £11 adv • 6pm

CASH
(Payin’ Respect to
the Man In Black)
With Full Live Band
+ Hannah Clapham

Fri 26th Feb • £13 adv • 9pm

Sonny Fodera
Presents
+ Leftwing & Kody
+ Martin Ikin
+ Go Jack
+ Dilly

Sat 27th Feb • £7 adv • 6pm

Skeletor Ft.

+ TBA + Never Found
+ Silk Road + Being Eugene
+ Reveller

Skeletor Ft.

Sun 13th Mar • SOLD OUT

Wolf Alice

Mon 14th Mar • £22 adv

Scott Bradlee’s
Postmodern
Jukebox

Tue 15th Mar • £17.50 adv

The Coral

Fri 18th Mar • £15 adv • 6.30pm

Keepin It Grimy Ft.
+ Double E
+ Logan Sama
+ AJ Tracey & Izzie Gibbs

Fri 18th Mar • £12 adv • 10pm

What Hannah Wants
Fri 25th Mar • £20 adv • 6.30pm

Sat 27th Feb • £12 adv • 9pm

Big Narstie BDL Tour
Feat. Big Narstie &
Stylo G
Sun 28th Feb • £12 adv

Fat White Family
Fri 4th Mar • £12 adv • 11pm

Lobster Boy Tour
+ Mele
+ Mak & Pasteman
+ NYTA

Sat 5th Mar • £17.50 adv • 6pm

Reef

+ Hidden Charms

Justin Bieber
Appreciation Society
Thu 10th Mar • £14 adv • 6pm

Limehouse Lizzy

Fri 11th Mar • £14 adv • 6.30pm

Emmy The Great

Billy Ocean 30th
Anniversary Tour
Fri 29th April • £12.50 adv

The Hip Hop
Shakespeare
Company Presents
Richard II

+ 2Xclusive
+ Platnum Lynx
+ Allan Brando

Sun 1st May • £16.50 adv

Lethal Bizzle

Sun 1st May • £15 adv

Chameleons Vox

Sat 26th Mar • £10 adv • 11pm

+ The Amorettes

+ Young Guns
+ Natural Affairs
+ Liv Sound
+ Worries International

Fri 1st Apr • £13 adv • 10pm

Spring 2016 Tour Ft.
SASASAS, DJ Hype,
Ms Dynamite, Ghetts
Mon 11th Apr • SOLD OUT

Jack Garratt

Newton Faulkner

The Treatment

Wed 4th May • £21 adv

The Bluetones

Space

+ Homeplanetearth
+ Haze

Fri 17th Jun • £26.50 adv

Nelly - Live In Concert
Sat 18th Jun • £12 adv • 6.30pm

Stillmarillion

Fri 2nd Sep • £8 adv • 6.30pm

Elvana - The World’s
Finest Elvis Fronted
Tribute to Nirvana
Fri 23rd Sep • £8 adv • 6.30pm

G2 Definitive Genesis
Sat 8th Oct • £22.50 adv • 6.30pm

From The Jam

Tue 11th Oct • £12 adv

Aurora

Sat 15th Oct • £12 adv • 6.30pm

Less Then Jake
Fri 6th May • £10 adv

Fri 21st Oct • £11 adv • 6.30pm

+ Nick Corbin of New Street
Adventure (Solo)

Sat 19th Nov • £11 adv • 6pm

The Spitfires

Sat 7th May • £8.50 adv

Leader EP Launch
+ A Way With Words
+ Dance a la Plage
+ Stick Figures

Rend Collective

Guns 2 Roses

Deﬁnitely Mightbe
(Oasis Tribute)

Sat 19th Nov • £8 adv • 6.30pm

Saedly Dorus And
The Hoolie Band

Fri 9th Dec • £14 adv • 6.30pm

Magnum

Absolute Bowie
(Tribute) - Celebrating
the life of David
Bowie

Wed 18th May • £7 adv

Sat 17th Dec • £12 adv

+ Urban Rescue

Sat 14th May • £22 adv • 6.30pm

Alxndr

Public Image Ltd

The Smyths - The
Queen is Dead 30th
Anniversary Tour

+ Youth Club For Rich Kids
Sat 16th Apr • £7 adv • 6.30pm

Mon 6th Jun • £27.50 adv

Thu 5th May • £15 adv

Wed 11th May • £18 adv • 6.30pm
Fri 15th Apr • £15 adv • 6.30pm

Mike Peters Presents
The Alarm - Declare
Your Strength Tour

Assassin (aka “Agent Sat 16th July • £10 adv • 6.30pm
The Southmartins
Sasco”) & Spice
(Tribute To The
+ White Magic Sound
Beautiful South &
+ Smiling Man
The Housemartins)
+ Rudie Rich

Mon 2nd May • £10 adv

White Magic Bash 7th
Anniversary

Sat 21st May • £16 adv • 6.30pm

Fri 29th April • £20 adv • 11pm

Trivium

Wed 13th Apr • £21.50 adv
Sat 5th Mar • £4 adv • 11pm

The Icicle Works

September Girls

Leatherat Christmas
Party

o2academyoxford.co.uk
190 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1UE • Doors 7pm unless stated
Venue box office opening hours: Mon-Sat 12pm-4pm
ticketweb.co.uk • wegottickets.com • seetickets.com • gigantic.com
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event’s 13-year history. This year
he plays a headline set in his
own right, topping Sunday’s bill
on the main stage. He’s joined
on the day by singer-songwriter
James Morrison; quirky pop chap
Newton Faulkner; 60s
rock vets The Zombies; Cornbury
perennials STAXS; Noah and the
Whale guitarist Fred Abbott
with his new band, and longrunning ABBA tribute Bjorn
Again.
Among acts already confirmed for
Friday are r’n’b survivor Wilko
Johnson; 80s acid-jazz crew Soul
BRYAN FERRY AND SEAL
II Soul; ska hitmakers The Beat
will headline the Saturday and
and soulman Lemar.
Sunday nights of Cornbury
Festival. The stars will join Friday Tickets for this year’s Cornbury
Festival are on sale now at
night headliner Jamie Cullum,
www.cornburyfestival.com or on
who was announced in January.
Former-Roxy Music legend Ferry 0844 338 0000.
tops the bill on the Saturday night
of the festival, which runs over
BANDS AND MUSICIANS
the weekend of the 8th-10th July at wanting to play this year’s Oxford
Great Tew Park, near Chipping
Punt have until the 10th March
Norton. He’s joined by veteran
to apply. The Punt takes place on
gospel diva Mavis Staples; pop
Wednesday 11th May, featuring
balladeer Gabrielle Aplin; alt.
some 20 acts across five venues in
country star Lucinda Williams;
the city centre.
rising British country duo The
Running since 1997, The Punt
Shires; indie-folksters Turin
is the annual showcase of new
Brakes and folk newcomers
Oxford music talent, providing
Cattle & Cane.
early exposure for many of
Multi-platinum-selling soul star
Oxford’s most successful
Seal (pictured) joined Trevor
bands. Venues this year are The
Horn’s band at last year’s
Purple Turtle, The Cellar, The
Cornbury in what is widely
Wheatsheaf, Turl Street Kitchen
regarded as the greatest set in the
and The White Rabbit.

DURAN DURAN will headline the Saturday of Common People.
The multi-platinum-selling hitmakers were announced at a special
launch event for the inaugural South Park festival at Oxford Town Hall
and The Cellar at the end of January. Katy B has also been added to
Saturday’s line-up.
They join Sunday’s headliners Primal Scream over the weekend of
the 28th-29th May, on a line-up that features Public Enemy; Craig
David’s TS5; Gaz Coombes; Ghostpoet; The Sugarhill Gang; Soul
II Soul; Jamie Lawson; Kurupt FM; David Rodigan; Chas & Dave
and more, including a full line-up of DJs in the award-winning Disco
Shed.
The line-up for the Uncommon local acts stage at the festival, curated
by Nightshift and featuring 18 Oxfordshire acts, will now be announced
on the 24th March.
Tickets for the weekend are on sale now, priced at £27.50 for adult day
tickets, with weekend tickets as well as family and student concessions
available. Visit oxford.commonpeople.net for full line-up and ticket
details.
To enter, simply send a link
to your music to editor@
nightshiftmag.co.uk. Clearly
mark your mail Punt. Acts must
be from Oxfordshire and can’t
have played the Punt previously. A
contact phone number is essential.
Deadline for entries is the 10th
March.
100 all-venue passes are now
on sale from Truck Store on
Cowley Road, Blackwell’s Music
on Broad Street and online from
Wegottickets.com. On the night
entry to The Purple Turtle, The
Cellar and The Wheatsheaf will

TIGER MENDOZA launch their
album `Shadow’, a collaboration
with former-eeebleee and Witches
frontman Dave Griffiths, with a
show at Fusion Arts, behind East
Oxford Community Centre, on
Saturday 23rd April.
The gig is hosted by Daisy
Rodgers Music. Cheap advance
tickets, priced just £4, are on sale
now from Wegottickets.com, or £6
on the door.
This month’s Daisy Rodgers show
takes place on Friday 11th at The
Wheatsheaf, with sets from Bright
Works, Massmatiks, and Who’s
Alice?
SHONK STUDIOS is changing
hands from the beginning of
March. Producer and musician

Jimmy Hetherington will be taking
over the reins from John Halliday,
although John will continue
to work as an engineer at the
studio, based on Magdalen Road.
Talking about the takeover Jimmy
said, “It’s in a great location, in
the middle of east Oxford. It’s
well equipped and has a great
sounding live room. I’ll be offering
reduced rates for local unsigned
acts.” To book your session call
Jimmy on 01865 203922 or email
shonkstudio@gmail.com.
Check out what they’ve got at
www.theshonk.com.
AS EVER, don’t forget to tune
into BBC Oxford Introducing
every Saturday night between
8-9pm on 95.2fm. The dedicated
local music show plays the best
Oxford releases and demos as
well as featuring interviews and
sessions with local acts. The show
is available to stream or download
as a podcast at bbc.co.uk/oxford.
OXFORD GIGBOT provides a
regular local gig listing update on
Twitter (@oxgigbot), bringing you
new gigs as soon as they go live.
They also provide a free weekly
listings email. Just
contact oxgigbot@datasalon.com
to join.

be £5, with free entry to The Turl
Street Kitchen and The White
Rabbit.
The full Punt line-up will be
announced exclusively on the
dedicated Punt page on Facebook
– Oxford Punt 2016 – on the 15th
March.
THE MIGHTY REDOX release
their third album this month. The
enduring local swamp-blues band,
fronted by Klub Kakofanney
couple Phil Freizinger and Sue
Smith, launch the new album,
`Blue Skies Sunshine’, at Klub

MARCH

Kakofanney at The Wheatsheaf
on Friday 4th March. Recorded at
Evolution Studios and mastered by
Tim Turan, `Blues Skies Sunshine’
is the follow up to 2007’s `On The
Move’. The band are joined at
Klub Kakofanney by Lucy Leave
and recent Nightshift Demo of
the Month winners 31Hours. The
Mighty Redox also play a free gig
in the Wheatsheaf’s downstairs
bar on Thursday 3rd March, and at
The Black Swan in east Oxford on
Saturday 5th.

THE MANIC STREET PREACHERS AND CATFISH & THE
BOTTLEMEN are the first headliners to be announced for this year’s
Truck Festival. The double bill of welsh rockers top the line-up on the
Friday and Saturday nights of the festival, which runs over the weekend
of the 15th-17th July at Hill Farm in Steventon.
As announced last month, Truck is expanding this year, running over
three days and upping its capacity from 7,500 to 9,999. The festival has
sold out each year since being taken over by Count of Ten.
Other acts announced for this year’s Truck include Everything
Everything; Circa Waves; We Are the Ocean; Gnarwolves; Pretty
Vicious; Young Fathers; Jack Savoretti; Moose Blood; The Magic
Gang; Formation; Sundara Karma; Beach Baby; Hooton Tennis
Club and Ratboy, with the local contingent so far including Esther Joy
Lane, Willie J Healey and Pixel Fix.
Despite expanding to three days tickets for the weekend have been kept
at a very respectable £86.50.
Oxfordshire acts wanting to play Truck should sign up to the festival’s
band app. Line-up news, ticket details, and everything else you need to
know for now is here: truckfestival.com.
December listings.indd 2
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RAWZ
A Quiet Word With

my tastes, but I guess I’d moved
away from those influences when I
first started making music and have
since come back to them.”

“Writing lyrics has
always been a reflective thing for
me. I suppose as I’ve got older I’ve
got more honest and open. I tend to
write about what I’m thinking about
at the time and at the time I was
writing this album, I was thinking a
lot about life and death. I’ve thought
a lot about the feel and emotion of
the tracks and made them fit into a
pattern. I guess any world weariness
comes from my frustrations with the
unbalanced system we live in. I do
believe that most people generally
want good things to happen and it is
amazing what we can potentially do
as human beings if we work towards
a common goal. That’s where the
hope comes from.”
Rory Campbell, better
known in the world of Oxford music
as the rapper and poet Rawz, is
talking to Nightshift about his new
album, `The Path’.
Released later this month it is Rawz’
third full album, the follow-up to the
acclaimed `The Difference’ which
marked him out a serious force in
Oxford hip hop.
With `The Path’ Rawz has set
out to tell a story, the story of life,
from beginning to end, mixing the
metaphorical and spiritual with the
more gritty realism we’ve come to
know him for. When he spits the line
“School was a cage I was trapped
in from a young age,” you know

you’re not in for some airy fairy
journey through the cycle of life.
Then again, while he’s more than
capable of railing against injustice
and inequality (best exemplified by
the superb `Mary Lamb’ from `The
Difference’, which found its way into
Nightshift’s end of year Top 10 back
in 2014), his words are free from
empty rage or polemic. Rawz’ style
is thoughtful and incisive, his words
poetic, often tender, his delivery an
easy canter with time for moments of
contemplation rather than a machine
gun attack.
Even as Oxford’s rap scene
continues to bubble up slowly but
surely, Rawz currently stands out as
one of its leading lights, not just as
a skilled rhymer and music maker
in his own right but as a mentor for
future generations of rappers and
producers with his work at the Ark-T
Project and beyond.
Rawz is also part of the emerging
Inner Peace Records Collective, a
label that also acts as a supportive
network of likeminded hip hop
musicians in Oxford, London and
beyond, co-ordinating album releases
and collective gigs, including a
recent European tour.
Ahead of the release of
`The Path’, an elegantly constructed
album that comes complete with
a nine-page book of drawings and
cartoons done by Rawz himself,

which acts as a companion to the
music and its story, Nightshift talked
to the man about his life in music, a
life that started very early as far as
exposure to music was concerned.
“My stepdad was tour bus driver
for The Rolling Stones, Metallica
and Bon Jovi amongst others. It was
exciting when he would bring the
tour buses back to our house to clean
and we used to be able to play on
them and watch videos on the TVs;
I thought that was cool. He always
used to come back with loads of fizzy
drinks and stuff; we had a fridge
full of limited edition Bon Jovi Diet
Cokes and once we had Metallica’s
Scalextric set. I sat on the pitch at
Wembley while The Rolling Stones
warmed up for their gig; I remember
walking across a thin plank high
above the stage to get into the
lighting rig to watch once the show
had started and going backstage
afterwards. I met Pat Sharp that night
too!
“In terms of music, I’ve got strong
memories of listening to the Beatles’
`White Album’ on a family holiday.
We drove to the south of France and
that’s the only thing I remember
listening to all the way. I wanted to
play the drums like Ringo and the
lyrics definitely stayed with me.
I remember my mum loving Jimi
Hendrix and Annie Lennox and Bob
Marley, who are all great.
“All of that’s part of what formed

Rawz’ experience of
hip hop came a little later in life.
Who were the bands or artists that
most made him want to pick up a
microphone himself?
“I had to ask my mum to get me
an Outhere Brothers tape because it
was parental advisory and Our Price
wouldn’t sell it to me. I remember
borrowing my brother’s Cypress Hill
tape and memorising every word of
`Gangster’s Paradise’ by Coolio. I
was given The Fugees’ `The Score’
by someone at my school who didn’t
like it; I played that to death. I had a
compilation CD that only ever played
`Woo Hah!!’ by Busta Rhymes on
repeat. I think I’d been coming up
with rhymes in my head for ages but
it was when I heard Eminem’s `Slim
Shady’ LP that I resolved to start
writing. Then I heard Wu Tang and it
blew my mind.”
Early on east Oxford collective The
G Block Family was Rawz’ move
more firmly into rapping and making
music; how did that help him develop
musically?
“It was a great experience. Looking
back I had always been looking
for something like that and it was
a dream come true. To be part
of a group of people and getting
encouragement and energy from
them really helped me to come out
of my shell as an artist and I learned
loads. I did my first shows as part of
the group and it confirmed to me that
making music is what I want to do.”
Rawz is always described as a
poet as well as a rapper, and it’s
easy to see why as you listen to the
thoughtfulness, imagery and flow
of his songs. He first got involved
in the local spoken word and slam
poetry scene through renowned local
poet Steve Larkin; how did that open
things up to him?
“I instantly found spoken word
a really easy medium to work in.
Not having to stick to a strict beat
is really freeing. It opened me up
to doing different things live, it
enhanced my performance and vocal
delivery and made me look at my
work as an MC in a different way.
It was also my first foot in the door
regarding youth and community
work.”
Do you ever see a divide between

poetry and rapping, or are the two
intrinsically linked?
“They can be completely different
things but I don’t think that they have
to be different at all. I think my rap
style is influenced by spoken word
and my spoken word is influenced
by hip hop. The two forms definitely
influence each other.”
Rap and poetry are
intrinsically linked on `The Path’, his
most cohesive and ambitious album
to date.
“I’ve narrowed my focus on this
project and told a story. I’ve worked
with fewer producers and more
closely with them than before. Being
able to record on my home set up
was really freeing when it came to
recording the vocals; I did all of that
myself and sent the recordings to
Nemrot to mix down. I didn’t want
to mix the tracks myself so I could
see the album as a whole more and
Nem’s good at mixing. I’ve sat on the
finished tracks and spent more time
tweaking them. This album definitely
feels more complete than what
I’ve done before. Looking back to
when I started I wasn’t really doing
anything but venting frustration. I’m
still doing that but I’m more aware
of creating something that has a
meaning and a point to it. I like to
question things and make people
think.”
The accompanying picture book is
quite beautiful.
“Yeah, I started with photos and
processed them on various different
programmes to give them that
beautiful painted effect. It’ll be part
of the album download as a PDF and
I hope people will check it out, it
really helps to tell the story. It was
part of the idea from the beginning
to have a short comic strip to come
along with the album; I tried a few
different ways of doing it and in the
end had to commit to doing a full nine
page book. It’s totally experimental;
I’ve never done anything like it
before.”
The Path’ is about the journey
through life; as such it often feels like
a very reflective album – while Rawz
balances a sense of hope with a degree
of, if not resignation, then world
weariness.
There’s anger in there too – the
restrictions of school, the injustice
of the wealth divide – if you could
change a single thing about the world,
what would it be?
“Wow that’s a tough question! I
would change the intricate global
system that values monetary wealth
and possessions above happiness and
creating thriving communities across
the world.”
Are spirituality and religion an
important element of your music,?
“Making music is a spiritual thing to
me. The act of creating something that
had never been in existence before
is amazing to me. I would definitely

say I’m a spiritual person, although I
don’t follow any particular religion.”
As mentioned, Rawz is
part of the Inner Peace Records
Collective. How does the collective
work? Is there a sense of mutual
support that can maybe help bring
Oxford hip hop out to a wider
audience?
“When I was gathering beats
together for `The Path’ I found that
I was asking a lot of the Inner Peace
producers for beats. I really connected
with the sound and message straight
away and wanted to support it as
much as I could, I knew most of the
guys from hip hop nights in Oxford
and they liked `The Difference’.
It just seemed natural that we start
working together. We support each
other in all kinds of ways; we work as
a team towards developing artistically
and developing the scene around us.
We’re definitely getting the music

the world, but there is also a strong
independent UK hip hop scene and
a lot of people that don’t listen to
anything but UK hip hop. It is its
own thing and is starting to gain wide
recognition as such.”
As has been discussed in
these pages previously, not least in
Nightshift’s hip hop special issue
back in January 2014, Oxford’s
hip hop scene still seems detached
from the local scene as a whole,
particularly the gig scene; does
Rawz have any idea why that is, and
does he think young local rappers,
producers etc find it harder to get
gigs in town than bands?
“Yeah, I think people make a lot of
assumptions about what a hip hop
show will be like; both promoters
and audience members are guilty
of that. There are places that would
rather hold rap karaoke nights than
hip hop gigs in Oxford and I think

“We had a fridge full of limited edition Bon
Jovi Diet Cokes and once we had Metallica’s
Scalextric set. I sat on the pitch at Wembley
while The Rolling Stones warmed up.”
out there; we did a mini European
tour last summer playing at Mandrea
festival in Northern Italy followed
by two nights in Amsterdam. I
performed in Italy twice last year
and we have a monthly residency at
Stane Street Synicate on Clapham
High Street, which is starting to
become recognised as a credible
night on the London circuit. We’re in
Bournemouth this weekend and have
got dates in the pipeline all over the
country and on the continent.”
With his often laconic
rapping style and ability to create
woozy atmospheres, with songs
seemingly existing at times in
a twilit netherworld, Rawz has
understandably drawn comparison to
British rappers like Roots Manuva
and Ghostpoet, although US stars
like Rakim and RZA seem to be
influences too; does he think there’s
still a distinct divide between British
and American hip hop?
“To be honest I haven’t listened to
massive amounts of Ghostpoet so I
couldn’t say he directly influences
me. `Witness the Fitness’ was
definitely an inspiration so I guess
I have been influenced by Roots
subconsciously. I saw Ghostpoet at
the O2 and loved it but I was already
doing my thing by then; it was really
encouraging to see someone having
such success doing something similar
to me. Rakim was before my time,
but I suppose an indirect influence.
RZA is definitely an influence.
“I think that US hip hop is definitely
still a big influence on the UK, and

that says something about how
seriously some people take the
genre. Having said that, there is a
nice little scene bubbling away and I
think things are moving in the right
direction. The O2 are bringing in
some famous hip hop acts and I like
that they are getting local and UK
support in. The scene is definitely
growing and I think we will start to
see more hip hop gigs in Oxford.
Sometimes it still seems easier to get
a gig out of town though!
“Oxford’s a weird little place; in
some aspects it is among the world
elite and in others it fails miserably.
I always say it’s like two cities in
one. That was definitely part of my
thinking when I was writing `The
Difference’; during that time I was
doing some mentoring in a home
for some very at risk young people.
It was situated directly across the
road from the playground of a
very expensive private school. The
contrast in the lives and experiences
of these young people that inhabited
the same 200 metre radius every day
and yet never met each other was
something that really stuck with me.
The home has since been closed and
moved down the road a bit.”
Zahra Tehrani, of BG Records and
The Young Women’s Music Project,
said in Nightshift’s hip hop special
that there were plenty of kids in their
bedrooms or wherever making music
but they were stuck on Youtube,
dissing each other rather than trying
to create a scene or getting their
music out there, and they’re reluctant
to go out and see hip hop gigs even

when someone brings acts to town. Is
live performance important to the hip
hop scene or can it thrive online?
“I think live hip hop is vital.
YouTube disses and bad phone
videos do a lot to give people
negative perceptions of all hip hop.
It’s also important to remember that
when we talk about hip hop we talk
about a very wide genre; there are
at least as many branches on the hip
hop tree as there are on the rock and
roll one. There are some ‘hip hop’
shows that I wouldn’t want to go
to. Some MCs will be better in the
studio and some live but I think that,
as with all music, experiencing live
hip hop is a completely different
thing. When it comes to getting
gigs, I think that not knowing what
to do or how to present yourself in
the right way is a lot of people’s
problem. It’s also the old phrase:
‘It’s not what you know, it’s who
you know’. There is a growing hip
hop scene in Oxford and I think
things are changing; live shows are
definitely a big part of that.”
Both Zahra and local producer Astro
Snare commented that for too many
kids from east Oxford making hip
hop, the local scene is as alien as
Narnia – somewhere they can’t enter.
As an artist and someone who works
with young people making music,
what are your experiences and what
can be done to make things more
inviting and accessible?
“It’s a difficult one because it’s a
symptom of a problem with wider
society. I think equipping people with
the tools and confidence to make
their own opportunities and helping
them to get a foot in the door can
help a lot. At Ark T we’re running
a project at the moment called 360
Music which is about helping young
and amateur musicians gain more
knowledge about the other stuff
outside of making music. Stuff like
getting yourself gigs and promoting
yourself. We’ve had Tim Hand from
Oxford Contemporary Music come
and run a workshop on live sound
and PA and Paul Williams from The
Bullingdon come and talk about
what promoters look for and running
a venue. The sessions run every
Wednesday in the Ark T Café and are
open to anyone.
“Leys CDI is also really good at
giving young people experience
working with industry professionals,
particularly in the UK hip hop scene
and I’ve worked alongside people
like Rodney P, Akala, Skinnyman,
Logic, Amy True and Urban Monk
there.
“It’s about letting people know that
they have the right to claim their
place and that if they’re talented and
carry themselves correctly they will
get recognition.”
`The Path’ is released later
this month. Hear Rawz at
rawz.bandcamp.com

RELEASED
TIGER MENDOZA &
DAVID GRIFFITHS
‘The Shadow’

GEMMA MOSS
‘Majorly E Minor’
(Self released)

Gemma Moss is a remarkable singer, multiinstrumentalist and performance artist, who, with
her wicked sense of humour, love of Victorian
gothic and dark sexual themes, has been responsible
for some of the most eye-popping shows seen on
Oxford’s stages. A great many involved extended
periods of full-frontal nudity as part of the
narrative, culminating at Christmas 2014 with an
`Alternative Nativity’ that gave us a birthing scene
that should have enabled everyone present in The

(Self released)

JUNKIE BRUSH
‘A Message To The Greedy’
(Self released)

(Self released)

Halfway through this stupendous collaborative
album from the multi-talented Ian De Quadros
– aka Tiger Mendoza – and David Griffiths,
the track ‘Colossal Fossil Fight’ evokes not an
outbreak of fisticuffs amid the ammonites of
Lyme Regis but instead a long forgotten board
game of the 1970s, the kind of pursuit one might
come across at Gloucester Green’s geek magnet
of a cafe, Thirsty Meeples.
It’s a blistering onslaught in common with the
rest of this landmark work. The opening bars of
‘Pie Face’ recall Fuck Buttons before blending
into a bout of staccato rapping that DJ Krush
might have deployed. Such effortless blending of
styles marks ‘The Shadow’ out as a showpiece of
some of the best electronic stylings that ‘dance’
music has brought us in its still short history,
although that very label fails utterly to convey the
myriad of starting positions and statements that
the loose so-called genre brings with it.
The title track is another highlight among many
– vocals are hissed menacingly in the style of The
Jungle Book’s Kaa, enough to give any listener
the serious willies – while Griffiths, once of
Shifty Disco’s eeebleee and The Witches, helps
create a stately tone that resounds and soars,
providing the perfect echo to the cuttingness of
the words.
‘Knockout Crooks’ evokes Mogwai and local

CAMERON A G
‘Way Back Home EP’

Sponsored by

hero Kid Kin, while ‘Park and Shop’ concludes
the record with the kind of mood regulator that
closed so many Ibiza chill out compilations of
the 1990s, only minus the naffness and providing
an elegiac note that recalls Death in Vegas at
their very best. Massive Attack too are another
inescapable influence, especially the `Mezzanine’
era variety, where darkness trimmed the edge
from the optimism.
With local graphic artist Ian Norris providing a
memorable cover, this is a serious statement of
intent from the duo, packed full of tracks that
could have sat well in a Kruder and Dorfmeister
mix album back in the day – and yet, ‘The
Shadow’ and ‘Colossal Fossil Fight’ have enough
to take the duo beyond the album and into the
national consciousness.
Rob Langham
Wheatsheaf to pass a degree in gynaecology.
These days, despite calling her new band `Brown
Glove’, she has vowed to rein back from the cul de
sac of exhibitionism, because, as displayed in the
ten tracks on this album, she has more than enough
vocal and musical talent to impress by themselves.
They are heavy on the wuthering, as if Gemma is
channelling the spirits of Chopin and the Brontes
throughout, and even Freddie Mercury in `Mr Gray’
(a paean to Dorian), with its echoes of his 3/4 time
signature from `Millioniare Waltz’.
There are lashings of heartfelt frustrations and
unrequited love (“just share my fucking dream”) in
`String Me Along’, deep held insecurities and
believing she’s missed out on life in `Time’, while
rape, revenge and strength gained through survival
surface in the searing `Forgotten’. Further on, in
`I Like It’, the blissful masochism is matched by
a superb guitar solo, just as in `Release Me’, the
claustrophobia is ironically played out with a music
hall jauntiness.
With all the lamenting lately at the loss of
provocateur creatives like Bowie, it’s good to know
there are artists out there still pulling the taboos
out into the light for our entertainment. In an ideal
world Gemma would have a rich patron ready to
orchestrate all her epic visions into a dramatic West
End musical worthy of awards,  because, in spite
of the `one mic, one take’ budget nature of these
recordings, their gutter souls are truly looking up at
the stars.
Paul Carrera

Thirteen years since their inception Junkie Brush
release their second album to accompany a
clutch of self-released demos and EPs over the
years. There’s little surprise in store for those
familiar with the furious riffs and dark lyrics
that have seen them garner a respectable local
following, along with several high profile support
slots. Describing themselves as ‘punk/hardcore’
aligns them with the second wave of punk bands
like Discharge whose air of nihilism and disdain
stood in stark contrast to the initial burst of groups
like The Buzzcocks, who seemed to possess a
more naïve, almost innocent attitude as well as a
healthy sense of humour.
Opener ‘Keep it in the Circle’ bounces along
nicely enough, though it soon becomes clear that
sophisticated song structures are not their prime
concern. And so the album progresses, decently
produced and competently played, though it seems
to veer more towards metal than punk, particularly
in the drumming. ‘50s Swing’ is knees-up pub
rock, while ‘False Flags’ displays their fondness
for sinister whispered vocals alongside angry spatout choruses. Matters only get faster and angrier
from here with rapid chord changes and rumbling,
earthy bass leaving little room for anyone to catch
their breath. The title track rounds things off at a
perfect twenty-eight minutes with more flailing
around and an inconsequential declaration that
“nothing is guaranteed”.
Apart from a lack of musical ambition the main
problem here is a credibility gap. Listening to,
say, The Cellar Family, you immediately felt
the presence of something genuinely dark and
unsettling. These boys (and I don’t know them
from Adam) just seem too nice to be singing
about killing things, chewing bones and lives of
misery; you could probably blame Facebook for
forcing every band to thank everyone for turning
up to their gigs, minutes after they come off-stage,
destroying the air of otherness that musicians once
used to their advantage. Incidentally, if you want
to listen for yourself please try to get hold of a CD,
as the online stream does no justice at all to their
considerable power, even if it’s never clear to who
or what it’s directed.
Art Lagun

ROBERTO Y JUAN
‘Monster Love’
(Self released)

Despite boasting a name that suggests a distinct
Latin flavour, it quickly becomes apparent that
Roberto y Juan are an act with the musical
capabilities to take them beyond such sonic
restrictions. Throughout `Monster Love’, the second
EP from the duo in a matter of a few months,
we traverse a route littered with influences from
jazz, soul and, yes, Latin-inspired arrangements.
Revolving around the musical talents and falsetto
of Balloon Ascents’ Robin Christensen-Marriott,
it’s a warm and charming compilation of tracks,
gorgeously executed and, if a little underwhelming
at times, never without worth.
When `Monster Love’ does dip below the water
line in terms of quality it’s because Roberto y Juan
are occasionally susceptible to losing the essence
of a song amid the intricacies of their music.
`What’s Your Favourite Colour?’ and `More Brain
Cells Dead’, the two tracks that most obviously
express Latin influences on the EP, both skip
and flirt their way into a disappointingly bland
aesthetic, with the melodies so perfectly exhibited
elsewhere feeling a little lost. The strongest track
here, `I Used To Relax’, is in many ways the
simplest, provoking a sense of calm in contrast to
its title, and undoubtedly Christensen-Marriott’s
most complete vocal performance. A delicious
slice of jazz, Latin and pop, it, alongside `You
Know Me Very Well’, sets a high benchmark for
the rest of the EP.
Does this have any overtly negative
consequences? Certainly not, though it means
there is still work to be done by Roberto y Juan to
give their sound the fullness it clearly deserves.
Ben Lynch

Succinct, well tempered and elegantly produced,
Cameron A G’s debut EP, `Way Back Home’,
packs an almighty punch. The EP is exactly what
you want from a debut release, showcasing the
best of Cameron’s tremendous talent without any
filler. With starkly honest lyrics, gorgeous song
writing and a whole lot of soul, `Way Back Home’
is a wake up call to the listener: stand up and take
note, as Cameron is only going up from here.
The understated production stylishly lifts each
song on the EP; with the whirring, percussive
beats and crackling guitars not detracting
from resonating instrumental lines. The EP is
intelligently put together, an intelligence that
carries throughout each aspect, not just the
production. The entire EP seems calculated;
from the track listing to the song writing and
the way each track ebbs and flows, everything
works perfectly. However, amongst all of this
phenomenal song writing and subtle production,
the one thing that shines the strongest throughout
is Cameron’s emotive voice. His fragile, languid
vocals swirl in and out of the tapestry of warm,
instrumental lines, starting with the relentlessly
buoyant title track, via the angst ridden ‘Double
Knot’ and country twang of ‘Hold You Crown’,
finishing with the advert track waiting to happen,
‘Lost Direction’. Although each track feels entirely
different, Cameron’s crooning reverberates across
each of the tracks, turning them from a handful of
songs to a unified release.
Hopeful and hopeless in equal measures, `Way
Back Home’ is surely Cameron’s springboard to
commercial success, a confident, exuberant debut.
Hannah Mylrea Hemmings

THESE ARE OUR DEMANDS
‘The Mess We Inherited’
(Self released)

I wonder if it is coincidental that two albums
released in the early weeks of 2016 feature
a clenched fist as cover artwork? That the
gloriously named These Are Our Demands
have unwittingly mimicked Savages is perhaps
significant, modern life being designed to
provoke our anger in so many ways.
That the opener is titled `Hospital Radio’
confirms the mood as does its repeated refrain,
“Mother, I feel like I’m dying.” Intense
drumming signals the mood from the off and the
resultant eight track debut is a fine thing indeed.
Whether vocalist Chris Beard’s reaction is in

response to some Smashie and Nicey wannabe
down at the John Radcliffe playing `Candle in
the Wind’ for the zillionth time or because of
an actual life-threatening ailment is unclear but
it’s a track that recalls New Model Army in its
`hate the world’ spirit. As it closes, a portentous
sample from `Man of La Mancha’ further chills
the ambience.
If there is a stand out cut on the album though,
it comes via `Divorce’ – a magnificently passive
aggressive dialogue between husband and wife
that builds to a crashing climax and once again
expertly resorts to celluloid to make its point, this

WILD SWIM
‘Untitled’
(Self released)

BBC Introducing Oxford’s Band of the Year in
2013, Wild Swim, are calling it a day, which is
a huge shame. The biggest tragedy is that they
weren’t more prolific, considering the multiinfluenced, genre-melding and flamboyant
promise of their early singles, `Echo’ and
`Another Night’. This farewell EP, made
available as a free download, may be more
measured and less histrionic or arty than their
earlier stuff, but it’s the perfect showcase for
– and testament to – their intricate, exotically
textured and unnerving folky indie hip-hoppy
electronica.
On `Hollow’, floaty orchestral atmospherics
and singer Richard Samson’s almost whispered,
seemingly distracted refrain of “Tonight we fall
in love again” are underpinned by a contrasting,
relentlessly arpeggiating math-rocky guitar,
creating a creepy, unsettling track that gets under
your skin, like a manipulative Air.
`My Love’ and `Too Late’ take trip-hop to the
more menacing Massive Attack and Tricky end
of the scale, with laidback beats and plaintive
vocals layering over beautiful reverbed guitar
and piano chords. The stand-out track, however,
is the almost anthemic `Cut Me Out’, on which
the light Burundi beat drums of the early 80s flit
back and forth with the crunchy electro guitars
and careworn sonority of Dave Gahan’s voice of
recent-period Depeche Mode.
On the strength of this parting gift, we can
only hope that the quintet responsible for such
greatness stay making music; a legacy like this is
far too good to not build upon.
Kirsten Etheridge

time in the shape of `Kramer vs. Kramer’,
before spelling out the full impact of the D
word repeatedly: “I want the house, I want the
house you stole / I want to burn, I want to burn it
down”; hey, say what you mean, why don’t you?
Other reference points might include The Fall
(Sainsbury’s gets a namecheck, although you get
the impression that Mark E. Smith would prefer
Morrison’s), and The Cardiacs, on `Little Bug’,
while the occasional lush synth break – `Slow
Line’ is a case in point – invades the meagre
space that the guitars leave vacant.
As an eight tracker, it’s a statement of intent and
despite the all-pervading atmosphere of doom,
not perhaps as bleak as it makes out; there is a
dark humour underlying the whole that would
satisfy most indie sensibilities.
Rob Langham

GIG GUIDE
TUESDAY 1st

THE HUGH TURNER BAND: The
Bullingdon – Funky jazz from Turner and
chums at the Bully’s free weekly jazz club.
NOSTALGIA: The Cellar – 90s and early
noughties old skool club tunes.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The
James Street Tavern – Weekly open mic night,
hosted by Sparky.

WEDNESDAY 2nd

UNDERSMILE + INCARNADINE COVEN

Friday 4th

ULRICH SCHNAUSS:
The Cellar

Among a multitude of quite terrible
portmanteau words used to describe
Ulrich Schnauss are “electrogaze” and
“indietronica”, which, alongside the
more acceptable dream-pop, attempt to
capture his synth-based soundscapes
that mix oceanic ambience, washes of
electronic noise, slight, tender melodies
and Balearic beats. Kosmiche might be
as good a description as any with the
German-born, London-based composer’s
expansive, undulating music based in the
early electronic music of Tangerine Dream,
a band he’s lately become a member of.
Album titles like `Far Away Train Passing
By’ and `A Strangely Isolated Place’ don’t
exactly scream “Party time!” do they?
Schnauss did, though, start off making
drum&bass records under a variety of
pseudonyms before retreating into more
atmospheric synth-based music, initially
attempting to capture the ambience of his
childhood home near the Baltic port of Kiel.
He’s been a highly prolific collaborator,
mixer, remixer, producer and DJ over the
years beyond his solo work and tonight
is his first visit to Oxford since 2008, his
live shows always gently hypnotic affairs,
probably best appreciated with backdrop
footage of space travel and some of those
pills that the doctor is always a bit wary of
prescribing.

MARCH

+ K-LACURA: The Wheatsheaf – The
University’s RocSoc host a rare outing onto
their hometown scene for uber-doom heroes
Undersmile, their haunting, tectonic brand of
elaborate doom having made them one of the
most celebrated bands on the underground
scene, particularly in the wake of masterpiece
second album `Anhedonia’. They’re joined by
Reading’s operatic, prog-symphonic metallers
Incarnadine, fronted by classically trained
soprano Rebecca Cooch, plus local thrashcore
merchants K-Lacura.
MOOGIEMAN & THE MASOCHISTS
+ ALL IS WORTH + NELSON & THE
COLUMNS: The Library – All Will Be Well
Records host a label showcase, with newest
signings Moogieman & the Masochists mixing
wry observational humour with philosophical
angst in their mix of squelchy electro, lo-fi
anti-folk and harmony pop. They’re joined by
sparse, haunting acoustic folk-pop chap All Is
Worth, and Reading’s folk-pop people Nelson
& the Columns.
SE10: The Cellar – Garage and grime classics.

THURSDAY 3rd

HOLY MOMENTS + IN AIR + BOFUZ +
ALAN JAGGS + ALIEN BOY: The Jericho
Tavern – It’s All About the Music local
showcase night with grungy rockers Holy
Moments and more.
TEMPLE FUNK COLLECTIVE +
GARFUNKEL: The Bullingdon – Horn-led
funk at tonight’s Carnival fundraiser.
THE MIGHTY REDOX: The Wheatsheaf
– Kicking off a busy month of gigging ahead
of the release of their new album, The Mighty
Redox play a free unplugged show in the
Wheatsheaf’s downstairs bar.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre – Oxford’s oldest and best
open club night, showcasing singers, musicians,
poets, storytellers, performance artists and more
every Thursday.
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half
Moon – Weekly open mic night, hosted by local
veteran Sparky.
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
– Unplugged open night, every week.
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel,
Sandford
234: The Cellar – House, techno, bass and 140
club night.

FRIDAY 4th

ULRICH SCHNAUSS + KID KIN: The
Cellar – Electronic dreamscapes, ambient
drum&bass and kosmische from the recently

recruited Tangerine Dream man – see main
preview
SUBMOTION ORCHESTRA: The
Bullingdon – Return to town for Leeds
collective with their woozy fusion of dub, funk,
jazz and drum&bass, mixing influences from
Morcheeba and Lamb to Sade and beloved of
Gilles Peterson.
LOBSTER BOY RECORDS TOUR: O2
Academy – House, techno and drum&bass
from Mele, Mak and Pasteman, representing the
label on their national tour.
KLUB KAKOFANNEY with LUCY LEAVE
+ THE MIGHTY REDOX + 31HOURS: The
Wheatsheaf – Quality triple bill of music at
this month’s Klub Kak with spiky noise-pop
trio Lucy Leave evoking memories of The
Pixies and The Wedding Present at their most
groovesomely heavy. Veteran swamp blues,
funk, ska and psychedelia crew The Mighty
Redox launch their new album `Blue Skies
Sunshine’, while last month’s Nightshift Demo
of the Monthers 31Hours create a pleasingly
woozy electro/r’n’b ambience and glitchy dub
in the vein of Radiohead and Glass Animals.
TERRAFORM’S 8th BIRTHDAY: The Cellar
– The drum&bass club night celebrate their
birthday with a 90-minute set from d&b pioneer
Optical.
SPARKY’S SPOTLIGHT JAM AND
SPONTANEOUSLY SHOWCASE: The
James Street Tavern – Monthly open mic
and jam session, tonight with live sets from
Reverend Black Band, Porker Band and Ras
Brother John.
DISCO MUTANTES: The Library – Disco,
funk, house and afrobeat club night.
WALKWAY: Fat Lil’s, Witney – Melodic hard
rock from the band who’ve supported Status
Quo, Black Stone Cherry and The Darkness on
their way up.

SATURDAY 5th

REEF: O2 Academy – The Somerset rockers
return to the Shire for the first time since their
appearance at Cornbury Festival in 2010, the
year they reformed after splitting in 2003.
They’re back on the road, playing old favourites
from Top 5 albums `Glow’ and `Rides’ and
we’re sure they’ll be just great.
YOUNG LUST + SILENT JACK + HEEL:
The Cellar – OxRox night with Southampton’s
snarling heavyweights Young Lust alongside
Birmingham’s sleazy hard rockers Silent Jack,
heavily influenced by Guns’n’Roses, Steel
Panther and Motley Crue.
FREE RANGE: The Cellar – UK garage,
grime and bassline club night.
CHEROKEE + GHOSTS IN THE
PHOTOGRAPHS + MARY BENDYTOY:
The Wheatsheaf – Full-throttle blues rock,
stoner grooves and noise rock from Cherokee,
kicking it out in the style of Lightning Bolt,

Royal Blood and Led Zep, with elaborate,
atmospheric post-rock from Ghosts in the
Photographs, and gothic steam-punk rocking
from Mary Bendytoy in support.
KEEP HUSH: The Bullingdon – The
underground dance club presents a night of
heavy dub and dubstep with an Innamind
Recordings tour that features Gorgon Sound,
LAS, Karma, Quest and Kursk, hosted by Sun
of Selah, and powered by Riggamortiz Sound
System.
THE MIGHTY REDOX + DES BARKUS:
The Black Swan
FELIX THE FUNK: Fat Lil’s, Witney –
Funky soul, pop and reggae party tunes.
15 STRING TRIO + ROB BECKINSALE:
The Swan Inn, Ascott-under-Wychwood –
Folk tunes from the English, Celtic and eastern
European traditions from 15 String Trio, whose
members have between them played with Little
Johnny England, Fairport Convention, Steve
Gibbons, The Dylan Project and Julie Felix, at
tonight’s Wychwood Folk Club.
KNIGHTS OF MENTIS + PROTECTION
SPELLS: Love Your Plane, Iffley Road –
Divine Schism show with expansive local
Americana outfit Knights of Mentis.
HAWAIIAN TEA PARTY: St Giles Church
Hall (6pm) – With The Honolulu Cowboys.
GET LOOSE: The Bell, Inn, Bicester –
Rocking blues.

SUNDAY 6th

BENEDICT BENJAMIN: Sofar Sounds,
undisclosed venue – Sofar Sounds’ monthly
series of gigs in secret, unusual venues brings
a visit to town for ex-Peggy Sue and Mariner’s
Children man Ben Rubinstein, going out under
the name Benedict Benjamin, harking back to a
classic 60s pop sound inspired by Roy Orbison
and The Everly Brothers. He’s out on tour to
promote new album `Night Songs’ and if you
want to find out where it’s happening, sign up
to the Sofar mailing list.
TORD GUSTAVSEN: St. John the Evangelist
– Oxford Contemporary Music host tonight’s
collaboration between Norwegian pianist and
electronic music composer Tord Gustavsen and
German-Afghan singer Simin Tander – a rising
star of the European jazz scene – and Afghan
poet B Hamsaaya, reworking Norwegian hymns
into Pashto by way of minimalist jazz and
atmospheric electronica, as well as performing
new compositions based on sufi poetry.
THE PAT McMANUS BAND: The Jericho
Tavern – The Famous Monday Blues hosts
Irish blues-rock trio The Pat McManus Band,
out on their Blues Train to Irish Town tour.
BEARD OF DESTINY + TWIZZ
TWANGLE + MOON LEOPARD +
PHIL FREIZINGER & CHRIS HILLS:
Donnington Community Centre (6pm) – Free
live acoustic music with one-man blues army
Beard of Destiny; lunatic songsmith Twizz
Twangle; psychedelic folksters Moon Leopard,
and Mighty Redox’s Phil Freizinger in flautist
mode alongside Chris Hills.
DARREN & THE TRAMP + LEIGH VER
FUEL + LEWIS NEWCOMBE JONES +
FREDDY LE CRAGG + PURPLE MAY:
The Wheatsheaf (3.30pm) – Free afternoon
of acoustic music in the downstairs bar from

Giddyup Music.

MONDAY 7th

MAN MADE: The Bullingdon – Fronted by
Johnny Marr’s son Nile, the Manchester threepiece follow up a tour support to Jake Bugg
and gigs with Broken Social Scene and Modest
Mouse with a headline tour, Nile influenced
more by the likes of Fugazi and Built to Spill
than anything Manchester born.
PHIL BEER: Nettlebed Folk Club – Virtuoso
multi-instrumental folk veteran Beer returns
to his regular Nettlebed haunt, of which he is
patron, for a solo show, best known for his time
in Feast of Fiddles and Show of Hands, as well
as playing with The Rolling Stones, Little Feat
and Steve Harley over the years.

TUESDAY 8th

HEAVY DEXTERS: The Bullingdon – Free
live jazz from Heavy Dexters, playing jazz-funk
covers and originals.
LEFTOVER + CEREAL BOX HEROES:
The Library – Skatepunk from Italy’s
Leftovers, plus London’s pop-punk outfit Cereal
Box Heroes.
THE BROTHERS LANDRETH + JOHNNY
PAYNE & THE THUNDER: Fat Lil’s,
Witney – Americana with a dusting of
Canadian snow from Winnipeg’s Brothers
Landreth, whose debut album `Let It Live’
won the 2015 Juno Award. Support from local
songsmith Johnny Payne and his band.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The
James Street Tavern
INTRUSION: The Cellar – Monthly goth,
industrial and ebm club night with regulars
Doktor Joy and Bookhouse.

WEDNESDAY 9th

TANNERS POOL + SOCIAL DISCHARGE
+ PEREGUIN: The Wheatsheaf – Bluesy
rocking from local band Tanners Pool.
HUNTER & THE BEAR: Old Fire Station
– Sweet, rustic folk-rock and Americana from
the London-based Cornbury Festival regulars,
touring the UK ahead of a full album release
after supporting Eric Clapton, inspired by
Lynyrd Skynyrd, The Band and, in particular,
Bruce Springsteen.
BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: The
Cellar – 80s alternative hits, disco, glam and
synth-pop club night.
BAD NEWS: The Library – Alt.rock in the
vein of Modest Mouse from Cheltenham’s Bad
News.

THURSDAY 10th

RINGO DEATHSTARR + THE NEON
VIOLETS + KANCHO!: The Bullingdon –
Blitzkrieg shoegaze noise at the puntastic Ringo
show – see main preview
LIMEHOUSE LIZZY: O2 Academy – Thin
Lizzy tribute.
RYAN HAMILTON & DANNY GRUFF:
The Cellar – Sunshiny pop from the Dallas
singer and former Smile Smile man.
PATCHWORK: The Cellar – Disco, house,
afrobeat and soul with Lakuti and Mangroove.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford

Thursday 10th

RINGO
DEATHSTARR /
THE NEON VIOLETS
/ KANCHO!:
The Bullingdon

Born into the direct musical bloodline
of The Jesus & Mary Chain, My Bloody
Valentine and Slowdive, Texan shoegazers
Ringo Deathstarr have been making
beautiful noise since they formed back
in 2007. In their sonic cathedral ethereal,
honey-dipped melodies and sweet boy-girl
vocals get drenched in reverb and feedback
and live are kicked out at satisfyingly
extreme volume. Tonight is the band’s first
visit to Oxford since 2009; back then they’d
released just a brace of singles but they’ve
been busy since and tonight’s overdue
return is part of a tour to promote their fifth
album, `Pure Mood’. That exhilarating
show at the Jericho Tavern was a scouring
experience, the band’s set regularly
punctuated by awkward silences where
the band band were forced to retune their
guitars after bashing the bejesus out of them
in each song, but mostly they’re a cauldron
of hot fuzz and faraway, dreamy vocals, an
unadulterated celebration of late-80s indie
revolution, when any gig worth its salt
would crash and burn in a climactic storm
of white noise. Tonight’s local supporting
cast is suitably hypnotic and abrasive,
deep, dark psych-drone rockers The Neon
Violets mining a similarly heavy groove
as Spacemen 3, The Black Angels and
Wooden Shjips, while newcomers Kancho!
kick out an angular form of hardcore that
marries Fugazi and Shellac with At the
Drive-In. A treat for your ears from molten
start to cataclysmic finish.
Community Centre
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half
Moon
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel,
Sandford

FRIDAY 11th

EMMY THE GREAT: O2 Academy – Return
to town for regular visitor Emma-Lee Moss
with her sweet-natured anti-folk and grungetinged acoustic pop, out on tour to promote her

Sunday 13th

WOLF ALICE:
O2 Academy

The first time Nightshift encountered Wolf
Alice, in 2013, they just about pulled
a decent crowd to The Jericho Tavern.
This time round they’re playing the O2’s
downstairs venue and it’s already sold
out. Back then they’d released a couple
of singles. Now they have a Number 2
album under their belt and find themselves
nominated not just for The Mercury Prize
and numerous NME and BRIT Awards, but
a Grammy too, for their song `Moaning
Lisa Smile’. And they’ve done it the oldschool way too – the band forming out of
ads in the music press and a whole heap of
gigging. Musically too they’re reminiscent
of an older generation of bands, a familiar
but fun collision of 90s styles that takes
in Hole’s pop-friendly grunge, through to
Mazzy Star’s serene atmospherics, with
nods to Elastica, The Breeders and even
Garbage in between. Which isn’t to damn
them as retro, since `My Love Is Cool’
is full of great tunes and a surfeit of rock
energy, not to mention singer and guitarist
Ellie Rowsell’s superb voice. Classic indie
rock influences and a classic indie rock
look; sometimes you can’t go wrong with
a tried and tested formula, and right now
Wolf Alice seem to be doing everything
right.
third album `Second Love’, having signed to
Bella Union.
WILL JOHNS + MALAYA BLUE: The
Bullingdon – Rootsy blues rocking from
Brighton’s British Blues Award nominee
Will Johns, touring his new `Hooks & Lines’
album, with support from Norwich’s jazzblues singer Malaya Blue and her band.
ORGANISED FUN with KORNEL
KOVACS + KRYWALD & FARRER: The
Bullingdon – Techno, house and old skool
acid house tunes from Studio Barnhus’ Kornel
Kovacs and more.
BOSSAPHONIC: The Cellar – Dancefloor
Latin, Balkan beats, Afrobeat, world grooves
and nu-jazz club night, hosted by DJ Dan Ofer,
tonight featuring a live set from Sheffield’s
nine-piece Afrofunk, reggae and soul ensemble
The Zongo Brigade, fronted by spirited
Ghanaian singer K.O.G.
BRIGHT WORKS + MASSMATIKS +
WHO’S ALICE: The Wheatsheaf – Daisy
Rodgers Music night with Mafro-pop faves
Bright Works offering an uptight funbundle
mix of early Foals and Los Campesinos!
They’re joined by London’s alt.rockers
MassMatiks and local newcomers Who’s Alice

with their Arctic Monkeys and Libertinesinspired guitar pop.
THE DIAMOND FAMILY ARCHIVE +
THE AUGUST LIST + CRANDLE: The
Jericho Tavern – Intense, spectral psych-folk
and Americana from prolific wizard-level
beard-wearer Laurence Collyer under his
Diamond Family Archive guise at tonight’s
Pindrop show, with great local gothic porchfolk support from The August List, and sweet
Casio pop fun from Crandle.
THE MATT EDWARDS BAND: Kidlington
FC – Blues rocking with a funk twist from the
local singer and guitarist and his band.
SKERRYVORE: The Cornerstone, Didcot –
Celtic folk/rock fusion from the Scottish outfit.
BON GIOVI: Fat Lil’s, Witney – Tribute act.

SATURDAY 12th

BAWS + THESE ARE OUR DEMANDS
+ NEON TEEPEE + SILVER RAVENS +
MARK COPE: The Bullingdon – Melodic,
grunge-tinged pop from Baws, featuring
former members of ATL?, Medal, The
Candyskins and Les Clochards, plus support
from hardcore and rockabilly-fuelled noiserock crew These Are Our Demands.
SIMPLE with SHANTI CELESTE: The
Bullingdon – The Bully’s long-running house
and techno club night welcomes Bristolian
producer, DJ, label owner and promoter
Shanti Celeste who’s become a lynchpin
of her hometown club scene both with her
Houseworks night and releases on Idle Hands,
Broadwalk and her own BRSTL labels, mixing
up funky house rhythms, disco, NY garage,
techno and hazy house.
ANCHORSONG + INFINITE: The
Cellar – Live electronica from Tokyo’s
sampler and synths artist Masaaki Yoshida,
aka Anchorsong, touring his new album
`Ceremonial’ on Tru Thoughts after supports
to Bonobo, Prefuse 73 and DJ Krush.
TURF present OXFORD’S FINEST: The
Cellar – House, garage and breaks with
Hedchef, Max Love and Turf residents.
CHERRY WHITE + BIRDEATBABY +
VIENNA DITTO: The Jericho Tavern –
Soulful blues rocking from London’s Cherry
White, alongside dark, dramatic grungy-rock
and gothic piano balladry from Birdeatbaby,
and local 21st Century sci-fi blues from Vienna
Ditto.
HOPE & GLORY: Cowley Workers Social
Club – Classic ska and Two Tone hits from the
local party starters.
DIRTY EARTH BAND: Fat Lil’s, Witney –
Rock covers.

SUNDAY 13th

WOLF ALICE: O2 Academy – Indie
rocking, nicely Nineties style – see main
preview
MARTIN HARLEY & DANIEL KIMBRO
+ LITTE RED: The Bullingdon – Top-notch
blues, folk and Americana at tonight’s Tigmus
show with Woking singer and lap-slide player
Martin Harley teaming up with upright bass
player Daniel Kimbro, who’s worked with
Larkin Poe and Jerry Douglas, the pair out
on tour to promote their `Live At Southern
Ground’ album, mixing Ry Cooder grooves

with the earthy blues of Lead Belly and Tom
Waits. Keeping things dark are local indiefolksters Little Red whose journeys into the
deep, dark woods recall Isobel Campbell and
Mark Lanegan, The Staves and Tom McCrae.
ROSE SEGAL + IAN NIXON & FIONA +
GEORGIE BIRD + SINFICTION + LES
CLOCHARDS: The Wheatsheaf (2.30pm)
– Free afternoon of unplugged music in the
downstairs bar, hosted by Klub Kakofanney.
ROBERT MITCHELL’S INVOCATION:
St. John the Evangelist – OCM present wideranging jazz pianist Robert Mitchell in concert
with the St Edward’s School Choir for a fusion
of jazz and choral music.
JASON DONOVAN: The New Theatre –
The former star of Neighbours and the Friday
the 13th film series reprises his `Sunshine
Superman’ hit alongside long-time musical
partner Bouncer.
HEADINGTON HILLBILLIES: The Prince
of Wales (3pm) – Country and bluegrass from
the local collective.

MONDAY 14th

TRAGEDY: The Bullingdon – The metal
tribute to The Bee Gees returns to town.
SCOTT BRADLEE’S POSTMODERN
JUKEBOX: O2 Academy – Iconic hits given
an ironic makeover by pianist and arranger
Scott Bradlee and his big band, remodelling
songs by everyone from Radiohead and The
Cure to Lorde, Meghan Trainor and Miley
Cyrus into vintage 20s jazz standards, Irish
folk ballads, classic cabaret numbers and 50s
doo-wop.
PETE BOSS & THE BLUEHEARTS: The
Jericho Tavern – Slowhand electric blues
from local veteran guitarist Pete Boss at
tonight’s Famous Monday Blues.
CRAOBH RU: Nettlebed Folk Club –
Nettlebed’s long-running folk club celebrates
St Patrick’s Night early with some traditional
Irish songs and tunes.

TUESDAY 15th

THE CORAL: O2 Academy – Return of
the Merseyside psych-pop heroes – see main
preview
EXTEMPORIZE: The Bullingdon – Eclectic
experimental jazz, drum&bass, trip hop, dub
and electronica from Stuart Henderson and
Jerry Soffe’s new band Extemporize, featuring
Gang of Four drummer Mark Heaney, at the
Bully’s weekly jazz club.
SICK THOUGHTS + TENTH LISTEN +
COWLEY CHAINSAWS: The Library –
Another great night of quality free punk noise
from Smash Disco, tonight with Baltimore’s
raw, belligerent lo-fi punkers Sick Thoughts,
kicking it out in the style of The Reatards,
plus melodic skate-core crew Tenth Listen
and scuzzy shit-fi punk-garage people Cowley
Chainsaws.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The
James Street Tavern

WEDNESDAY 16th

ALICE WALLACE: Harcourt Arms,
Jericho – A free gig hosted by the excellent
Halfway to 75 festival people, with southern

California singer Alice Wallace bringing her
soulful roots music across the Atlantic, taking
in folk, blues, honky tonk and barroom breakup songs, inspired by the likes of Bonnie Raitt,
Jewel, Ani de Franco and Nora Jones.
WAY UP! WEDNESDAYS: The Cellar – Old
sckool r’n’b, hip hop, reggae, UK garage and
grime club night with DJ Platinum.

THURSDAY 17th

BLACK HONEY: The Bullingdon –
Brighton’s previously elusive rockers head
out on tour to promote their single `Corinne’,
mixing alternately epic and ethereal indie,
surf-rock, Ennio Morricone soundtracks and
grunge, with charismatic singer Izzy Phillips
channelling Lana Del Ray, Nancy Sinatra
and Ronnie Spector with a voice that veers

Tuesday 15th

THE CORAL:
O2 Academy

Having declared an indefinite hiatus
in 2012, halfway through recording a
new album with John Leckie, The Coral
announced their return just two years
later, not with a new album as such but
one recorded eight years previously in the
wake of 2005’s `The Invisible Invasion’.
Perhaps not such an odd things from one
of the UK’s most consistenly unpredictable
indie bands of recent times. The psychfolk vibe of `Curse of Love’ continued
the Liverpudlian band’s journey through a
very British form of psychedelia, while a
new album proper, `Distance In Between’,
finds them opting for a harder, heavier
psych-rock sound if single `Chasing the Tail
of a Dream’ is anything to go by. During
their time away James and Ian Skelly both
recorded solo albums, while guitarist Lee
Southall played and recorded with singer
Molly Jones, but Coral fans never lost hope
of a return to full band action. Great to have
them back really, with or without original
guitarist Bill Ryder Jones, who departed
in 2008 and, despite having collaborated
with his former bandmates since, shows
no sign of returning to the fold. Five Top
10 albums – plus doubtless a sixth for the
new one – proves the band’s enduring
appeal and staying power, and promises a
night of welcoming nostalgia as well as a
celebration of simple, great pop music.

dramatically from dulcet croon to startling
scream on a sixpence.
WILLIE J HEALEY & FRIENDS: The
Cellar – Genteel, self-effacing rock’n’stroll
from the rising local singer-songwriter and
chums.
LA PHOUKA + JOE HUGHES: The
Jericho Tavern – Traditional Irish songs and
tunes for St Patrick’s Day.
THE PETE FRYER BAND: The
Wheatsheaf – Free unplugged gig in the
downstairs bar from the veteran local blues
eccentric.
HEADINGTON HILLBILLIES: The Black
Swan
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half
Moon
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel,
Sandford

FRIDAY 18th

CC SMUGGLERS: The Bullingdon
– Rough’n’ready roots ramblin’ from
Bedfordshire’s busking ensemble, back in the
shire after their showing at WOOD Festival
last May, inspired by old-time Texan folk and
swing and starting a bluesy bluegrass barn
dance wherever they do roam.
WHAT HANNAH WANTS: O2 Academy
– Club tour hosted and selected by
Birmingham’s bass-driven house DJ and
producer.
SHEELANAGIG: The Cellar – High-energy,
groove-heavy folk drawing on influences
from European traditions, particularly Balkan,
gypsy and Klezmer.
STORYTELLER + BEARD OF DESTINY
+ CHASING DAYLIGHT + FIREGAZER:
The Wheatsheaf – It’s All About the Music
local bands showcase with world fusion
sounds from Storyteller, blues from Beard
of Destiny and accordion-led trad folk from
Firegazer.
ROBERTO Y JUAN + MOIETY + PUPPET
MECHANIC: Folly Bridge Inn – Benefit
gig for The Mike Woodin Green Trust, as well
a birthday party for Anyways, Blue Kite and
Moiety man Pete Lock, with glitchy, Latinflavoured pop from Roberto y Juan, 60s-styled
psychedelic pop people Moiety, and folk-pop
crew Puppet Mechanic.
GEOFF EALES & FRIENDS: St. John the
Evangelist
THE HACKNEY COLLIERY BAND: The
Cornerstone, Didcot – Brass and beats from
the east London collective, fusing Balkan
folk, contemporary jazz, soul, hip hop, rock
and afrobeat to make for a lively concoction
that’s seen them play alongside the late
Amy Winehouse as well as the London 2012
Closing Ceremony.
NOTORIOUS 80s: Fat Lil’s, Witney – 80s
hits from the Duran Duran Experience people.
MAD LARRY + GET LOOSE: Red Hot
Blues Club, Didcot – Classic 60s r’n’b from
Mad Larry and rocking blues from Get Loose
at tonight’s Red Hot Blues club night.
XOGARA + OWL LIGHT: Wolvercote
Village Hall – Acoustic equinox-themed night

Thursday 24th

GIRLS NAMES:
The Bullingdon

Belfast’s Girls Names might be a band lost
in time, but which time that might be isn’t
easy to pinpoint. Is it the urgent, militancy
of post-punk; the dark, foreboding fug of
mid-80s gothic indie; the motorik grooving
of 70s Krautrock and early electro-pop, or
maybe the confrontational noise of mid-70s
New York No-Wave? The band, helmed
by the enigmatically sullen Cathal Cully,
cherry-pick great influences with kid-in-asweetshop glee, deliver them with angsty
teenager glumness, but then move on in
search of new sounds to make their own.
The quartet have been a going concern
for a decade now but remain an indie blog
cult favourite and tonight’s show is their
Oxford debut, part of a tour to promote
fourth album `Arms Around A Vision’, an
album that’s won them plenty of new fans
while continuing to perplex longstanding
supporters with its new-found sense of
clarity and drama, in particular Cully’s
sharper, more direct vocal style. They’ve
been morphing and evolving throughout
their time together, and while at any given
point you might hear the influence of
Felt, Orange Juice or Joseph K, not long
after you’re more likely to be mentioning
Siouxsie and the Banshees, Iceage or even
James Chance and the Contortions. You
won’t, however, sense much jollity or
light in their finely-honed monochrome
world, although the video to recent single
`A Hunger Artist’ does suggest a sharp,
understated sense of humour, with Cully
mumbling, “Nick Cave? Never heard of
him,” in a pastiche of a TV interview.
with Anglo-Welsh-Galician folk trio Xogara
and feral-folksters Owl Light.

SATURDAY 19th

THE TOTAL WHO SHOW: The Bullingdon
– Nothing left out.
FREE RANGE ROOTS: The Bullingdon
– Currently the best new club night in town,
Free Range Roots tonight hosts an official
launch party for Dub Academy’s International
Dub Gathering in Barcelona, featuring the
renowned Imperial Sound Army, featuring
Dan-I and Fikir Amlak, and powered by Roots
Guidance Sound System.
ONE WING LEFT + TOM IVEY BAND
+ RORY EVANS: The Wheatsheaf – Local

SUNDAY 20th

Friday 25th

TRIVIUM:
O2 Academy

Can it really be over a decade since
Trivium last came to town? The 02 was
still The Zodiac back then and Florida’s
metal titans were still earning their spurs
at the forefront of a new wave of hardcoreinformed classic metal. The intervening
years, and half a dozen studio albums, have
seen them become a major influence on a
subsequent generation of metal bands, just
as Iron Maiden, Dio and Megadeth were on
them at the start. While they never pushed
musical boundaries too far, Trivium’s love
for the old school never sounded dated,
with its hardcore aggression and sometimes
jawdropping musicianship, but after the
relative misstep of `The Crusader’, 2013’s
`Vengeance Falls’, and in particular new
album `Silence in the Snow’ have seen
them capturing that classic NWOBHM/80s
thrash sound more and more, which suits
them down to the ground. Ostentatious
solos, epic vocal theatrics and classic rock
histrionics never really date, and if any
cynic care to point to a zillion clichés and
obvious reference points in their sound,
they’ll quickly be consumed not just by
the galloping power of Trivium’s music
but also the boiling moshpit the band will
undoubtedly provoke tonight. It’s heavy
metal. Love it or get out our of sight.
acts night with epic blues-rock and balladry
in the vein of Evanescence and Lita Ford
from One Wing Left; funky blues rock from
the Tom Ivey Band, plus acoustic singer and
guitarist Rory Evans.
CRYSTALLITE + VIOLENCE IS GOLDEN
+ VIOLENT CHIMES + ONLY THE ZERO:
The Cellar – Church of the Heavy rock and
metal show, with Crystallite giving stadium
grunge riffage and blues siren drama a funtime
kick up the backside, plus metal and southern
rock crew Violence is Golden and more.
MOVE: The Cellar – Garage, grime and
bassline with Effi Brooks, Mosteph, VLVT, Oli
C and Jatty.
DAMN GOOD REASON: Fat Lil’s, Witney
– Classic heavy rock covers.
RICHARD DIGANCE: Tiddy Hall, Ascottunder-Wychwood – Wychwood Folk Club
hosts the veteran folk singer, comedian and
Cropredy Festival host, touring songs from
his long career, including recent albums `This
Is Great Britain’ and `The Toast of Christmas
Past’.
THE MIGHTY CADILLACES: The
Red Lion, Eynsham – Blues and classic
rock’n’roll.

VIRGIN KIDS + LUCY LEAVE +
SHOTGUN SIX + NO DICE GRANDMA:
The Library – Smash Disco host London’s
scuzzy garage rockers Virgin Kids, promoting
their debut album `Greasewheel’ and rocking
out in the style of The Gun Club and Black
Lips. Local support from psych-tinged postpunkers Lucy Leave, Spacemen 3 and Loopinspired drone rockers Shotgun Six, and Math/
post-punk crew No Dice Grandma.
RICHARD BROTHERTON +
SUPERLOOSE + JULES PENZO +
SONGS & SUPPER ROOMS + PURPLE
MAY: The Wheatsheaf (3.30pm) – Free
afternoon of acoustic live music hosted by
Giddyup Music.
THE PETE FRYER BAND: The Prince of
Wales, Iffley

MONDAY 21st

BEN POOLE + STEVE NIMMO: The
Bullingdon – A double header at tonight’s
Haven Club with Ben Poole and Steve Nimmo
off on a joint headline UK tour, sharing a
backing band, after recent successful jaunts
around Europe.
ZAPPATIKA: Fat Lil’s, Witney –
Zappatastic night with former Frank teammates Ike Willis, Jeff Hollie and Craig
Steward reliving the great man’s music.
JOHN TAMS & BARRY COOPE:
Nettlebed Folk Club – Traditional folk songs
and harmony singing from the long-term
collaborators and folk scene veterans.

TUESDAY 22

nd

ALVIN ROY & REEDS UNLIMITED: The
Bullingdon – Trad jazz, swing and bop from
veteran clarinettist Roy and his reeds band at
the Bully’s free weekly jazz club.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The
James Street Tavern

WEDNESDAY 23rd

OCTOBER DRIFT: The Bullingdon – The
darkness rises in the form of West Country
rockers October Drift, their epic gothic noise
rock drawing on the influence of Smashing
Pumpkins, Interpol, The National and The
Horrors and building an enviable reputation as
one of the most intense live bands around.
RICHARD WALTERS + COOPER: The
Norrington Room, Blackwell’s – Lovelorn
heartache made music from the enduringly
brilliant Mr Walters, making a welcome return
to Oxford ahead of the release of his new
solo album. He’s joined by former-Spring
Offensive man Matt Cooper.
XEROSUN + KINASIS + REMNANT +
VIOLENCE IS GOLDEN: The Wheatsheaf
– Extreme metal night with Dublin’s Xerosun
out on tour, mixing death-metal, industrial
grind, thrash and tech, plus Bridgewater’s
brutal tech-core crew Kinasis.
WAY UP! WEDNESDAY: The Cellar

THURSDAY 24th

GIRLS NAMES: The Bullingdon –
Decidedly downbeat indie and post-punk

splendour from the Belfast quartet – see main
preview
MAD4BRIT: The Cellar – Madchester and
90s indie tribute night.
GREAT WESTERN TEARS: The
Cornerstone, Didcot – Through-a-glassdarkly barroom Americana from the local
stars.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half
Moon
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel,
Sandford

FRIDAY 25

th

TRIVIUM: O2 Academy – Galloping metal
gourmets serve up a succulent rack of riffs –
see main preview
WHILE SHE SLEEPS: The Bullingdon –
Sheffield’s velocity metalcore crew hit the
road again after a joint headline tour with
Cancer Bats, touring their second full-length
album `Brainwashed’, the band, who won

Saturday 26

th

CONGO NATTY /
IRON DREAD:
The Bullingdon

Pulse and Dub Politics team up tonight
to bring a genuine legend of UK hip hop,
Congo Natty, aka Rebel MC, back to town
for the first time since 2011. The north
London rapper, born Michael West, emerged
in the late-80s alongside fellow British
rappers Blade and Credit To The Nation and
hit the charts with the pop-friendly `Street
Tuff’, simultaneously exposing homegrown
hip hop to a wider audience while alienating
himself from the underground rap scene.
His debut album `Rebel Music’ confirmed
his pop credentials but he quickly started
drawing on reggae, jungle, house, techno,
ragga and electronica, collaborating with the
likes of Barrington Levy and Dennis Brown
along the way and releasing singles under
the name Conquering Lion Tribes, among a
host of other aliases. His career now extends
beyond 25 years, in which time he’s never
stopped releasing music and is now credited
as an influence by Dizzee Rascal and
recognised as a precursor to grime. Tonight’s
gig sees him joined by righteous rhyming
dread lioness Iron Dread - stage name of
singer Phoebe Hibbert.

Best Newcomers at the Kerrang! Awards
in 2012, having undergone an enforced
lay-off previously when singer Lawrence
Taylor underwent throat surgery.
BOSSAPHONIC: The Bullingdon –
Second dose of Latin dancefloor, Balkan
beats, afrobeat, global grooves and
nu-jazz for the month, with tonight’s
live guests London-based eight-piece
Manteca, fronted by Colombian singer
Martha Manteca, kicking out a furious
blend of New York-style Latin funk,
boogaloo, salsa and cumbia.
KUIPER + THE ILLUMINATI: The
Wheatsheaf – Funky rock from Kuiper,
plus indie rock from The Illuminati.
SKYLARKIN’ SOUNDSYSTEM:
The Cellar – Count Skylarkin hosts his
monthly reggae, ska, dancehall and soul
club night, with live sounds from Nine
Ton Peanut Smugglers.
THE AUREATE ACT + CHEROKEE
+ MIDNIGHT RUN + LUKE
ALLMOND: The Jericho Tavern –
Inventive psychedelic prog and electrorock from rising local youngsters The
Aureate Act, plus bluesy groove and
stoner rocking from Cherokee.
THE URBAN FOLK QUARTET: Old
Fire Station – Traditional folk music gets
a jazz and dance makeover.
SUNFLY + RORY EVANS: Kidlington
FC – Blues rocking from Sunfly.
HEADINGTON HILLBILLIES: James
Street Tavern

SATURDAY 26th

FERRYMAN + RESIN + THE
GUARDIAN: The Cellar – Melodic
hard rock from Germany’s Ferryman at
tonight’s OxRox show.
WHITE MAGIC BASH: O2 Academy
– Reggae, dancehall, hip hop and r’n’b
from local duo Matthew and Pringle,
aka White Magic Sound, at their annual
birthday bash.
MORPHEUS RISING: The Bullingdon
– Heavy rock action from the York band,
mixing elements of NWOBHM, thrash,
goth and prog, finding a meeting point
between Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden and
Alter Bridge at times.
CONGO NATTY & IRON DREAD:
The Bullingdon – Seminal UK rapperturned junglist and dancehall fave Congo
Natty, aka Rebel MC, returns to town for
tonight’s Pulse and Dub Politics team-up
– see main preview
GAPPY TOOTH INDUSTRY
with TESS OF THE CIRCLE +
HOGGS BISON + MOMENTO: The
Wheatsheaf – Another goodly mixed
bag of sounds at the monthly GTI club
night, this time round with 70s rock and
grunge crew on the rise Tess of the Circle,
plus post- and math-rock from Bristol’s

Hoggs Bison, inspired by Battles, Slint,
Fugazi and The Jesus Lizard, and worldly
folk, from English to Balkan and middle
eastern, from Momento.
FLUID: The Cellar – Bass, garage and
jungle club night with Benton, Remi and
Masp.
PUNCHDRUNK MONKEY CLUB +
RAVENS + CHARLIE LEAVY: The
Wheatsheaf, Banbury – EP launch gig
for Banbury’s young indie rockers, the
band playing a free show to promote
debut `Images of You’. Support from
north Oxfordshire singer Charlie Leavy.

SUNDAY 27th

GUITAR / SONGWRITING TUITION

MONDAY 28th

Most styles, acoustic and electric, and bass
Beginners welcome - full-time teacher
author of How to Write Songs on Guitar
and many other guitar books

TUESDAY 29th

SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The
James Street Tavern

WEDNESDAY 30th

OUT OF THE VILLAGE + ROSE
SEGAL + NIKKI PETHERICK +
HANNAH BRUCE: The Wheatsheaf
– It’s All About the Music’s monthly Let
The Lady Sing showcase of local female
singers.
WAY UP WEDNESDAY: The Cellar

www.rikkyrooksby.com
rikky@oceanview.free-online.co.uk
Tel. 01865 765847

THURSDAY 31st

BETTER THAN NEVER + COAST
TO COAST + CATCH FIRE + ONE
STATE DRIVE + THE LAST TO
LEAVE: The Bullingdon – Pop-punk
from local outfit Better Than Never.
RETT RUSSELL: The Bell Inn,
Bicester – Contemporary acoustic
country music.
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JOHN GRANT
O2 Academy

From the lush, orchestral sweep
of opening song `Geraldine’, John
Grant reveals himself as a timeless
crooner who, in another era, another
universe, would have been the equal
of Scott Walker or Matt Monroe at
their peak. His voice is so rich, so
resonant you feel every pinprick
of emotion as he excavates the
turbulence of his life, coating it all
in a warm, inviting mix of pathos
and delicious bathos.
Thing is, Matt Monroe would never
have sung the line “I am the greatest
muthafucker that you’re ever going
to meet”, never mind dealt with a life
that’s taken in drug addiction, sexual

VILLAGERS
O2 Academy

guilt and depression, but as Grant
– a larger than life, heavily-bearded
bear of a man – exposes every gram
of self doubt in his body with an
elegance that is simply staggering,
you wish the world would cast aside
the pitiful mewling of talent show
wannabes and make room in its heart
for a man this effortlessly brilliant,
articulate and honest.
From `Down Here’, through `Grey
Tickles and Black Pressure’, to
the magnificent `Marz’, with its
haunting piano melody, the rich
timbre of Grant’s voice builds a
bonfire in your soul. But for all that,
it’s neither cosy nor safe.

There’s a moment in tonight’s set when Conor O’Brien, the frontman and
driving force behind Villagers, forgets the words to one of his songs. Not
unheard of of course, but perhaps surprising for a band four albums in,
who must – if anything – get bored playing the same songs night after
night.
Feasibly then, that’s the impetus for the album they’re currently touring,
`Where Have You Been All My Life?’ which, rather than new material, is a
collection of reimagined songs from their back catalogue.
The band take to the stage to `Memoir’, Conor’s smooth, rich voice
juxtaposing nicely with scratchy brushed drums. `So Naïve’, from last
year’s `Darling Arithmetic’ follows, vocals ringing out over delicate guitar,
plucked so lightly as to almost be an afterthought. As it builds, a forlorn,
distant sounding trumpet echoes then drops away, leaving that plucked
guitar, and transitioning smoothly into the striking `Dawning On Me’,

He’s unselfconsciously quirky for
starters, `Snug Slacks’, veering
off into Studio 54 territory with its
squelchy electro-funk and disco
beats, and supremely eclectic
too, switching from Numanesque synth-rock to uptown funk
on `Voodoo Doll’, and taking
`Glacier’ on a journey from simple,
sumptuous piano ballad, up into a
glorious gospel hymn and finally
bombastic stadium rock, drama
and contemplation hand in hand
as he switches styles seamlessly.
Nowhere is this more in evidence
than set closer `Disappointing’,
which could be a bizarre

collaboration between The Walker
Brothers and Herbie Hancock,
produced by Sly & Robbie. That
Grant makes such an unlikely hybrid
sound so effortless is testament to his
– oh yes – genius.
Like Richard Hawley – who
joined Grant on stage at his show
in Sheffield a couple of nights
beforehand – Grant is a wounded
romantic who still dares to dream
and, even as he exorcises his demons
in verse, cutting through even the
darkest tales with mischievous
humour, creates beautiful music that
exists above and beyond the gutters
and insecurities that feed his songs.
John Grant is simply a rare and
wonderful talent.
Dale Kattack

which shimmers with wistful longing.
Tonight’s line-up includes a harpist, who is at no point more present
than when she accompanies the piano introduction on `I Saw The Dead’.
Together the instruments dip and stammer, pattering like small feet
running up and down stairs. While the reworked versions are often vastly
improved (indeed, `The Waves’ is reworked into an opus, complete with an
intro extended as long as the song itself, where guitar and harp dance inbetween each other, building into a huge, climactic soundscape), on certain
songs, notably `I’ll Be Your Fever’, which on debut, `Becoming A Jackal’,
was an upbeat, rhythm centric high point, falls rather flat as a slow ballad,
somewhere between smooth jazz, church-esque, and almost Elton Johnlike at times, due to its slow, overbearing piano focus.
The set closes with `Courage’, which, contrary to earlier, is about as far
from being tired or bored as possible, comprising the starkest and most
intimate part of this evening, and – if nothing else – proving that four
albums in, there’s still life to be had from Villagers.
Caroline Corke

photo by Marc West

When you split from your record
label, move out of California and
buy a farm it’s easy to assume that
music has taken a back seat in your
life. Indeed that’s what Lissie claims
was the case before ‘My Wild West’.
Nevertheless it seems this step away
from the business has helped create
something of a concept album about
her times in the Golden State. With
her new life comes a newer vibe,
whilst still holding true to her rock
sounds fans have grown to know
and love.
Though songs like `Don’t You Give
Up On Me’ still hold a candle to the
older rhythmic style, neatly fitting
into the set as if she’s been playing
them for years, the likes of ‘Sun
Keeps Risin’ plays on her ability
to change the tempo. It starts as a
mournful ballad, before reaching
a crescendo in the latter part of the
song, crashing drums and guitars
matching the pain in the lyrics. It’s
this gift to move experiences into
songs brimming with emotion,
which has always been Lissie’s
selling point.
The pop-rock offerings in the likes
of ‘Shameless’ and ‘Further Away
(Romance Police)’ highlight her
capability to create catchy, radio
friendly songs, and move her from
singer to musician with their faultless

guitar riffs. Nevertheless it’s the
songs that delve away from battles
with the industry, and men, which
set Lissie apart from the mainstream
artists. Tonight that’s perhaps most
aptly displayed in her unplugged
versions of ‘Mississippi’ and ‘Bully’.
More than anything though, it
becomes clear that Lissie has
painlessly managed to bridge the
divide between the softer ‘Catching
a Tiger’ and the rocky ‘Back
to Forever’, fusing the best of
both albums into her most recent
offering. When coupled with her
energetic delivery, faultless vocals,
and rousing backing musicians in
the form of The Travelling Band,
it becomes impossible to fault the
show.
Tonight, then, stands only to
confirm that once she’d unbuckled
the shackles of her label and had
redefined her own path, the sense
of freedom has unleashed some of
Lissie’s best offerings. The end result
is a performance, and an album,
which deserves more acclaim than
anything that has gone before. She
may be less of a household name
than some of her contemporaries
but tonight it becomes clear that
Lissie is one of the most creative and
ambitious female artists of this era.
Lisa Ward

YORKSTON, THORNE & KHAN /
LAURA MOODY
St Barnabas
It’s a cliché to observe that a good
cellist makes their instrument
sound like the human voice. As
an unarguably good cellist Laura
Moody definitely does this, but as
if to counterbalance, she makes her
voice sound like an operatic space
gerbil. Or a battrachian brekekekex.
Or a jazz ballad cousin of Joan La
Barbara. Her opening song is a flurry
of gasps and scrapes that sounds like
a torch singer drowning in an offcut
from Scott Walker’s `Tilt’, and before
the second number is out she is taking
the bow to her own throat to elicit a
percussive wail. Moody’s technique,
vocally and instrumentally, is superb,
but her compositions are more than
just canvases for experimentation,
and as the set closes with a brittle,
reverby love paean, we are entranced.
Judging from the poster, promoters
Irregular Folk have added an S to
the end of their name, presumably
to make clear that their nights are as
likely to feature electronic ambience
and modern classical as anything
traditional music related. However,
if you want one of Oxford’s most
irregular folks, try well-lubricated
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LISSIE
O2 Academy

LIVE

MC George Chopping, who
spends minutes commentating on
those retaking their seats after the
interval, before knocking over a
drink, mopping it up with his shirt,
admitting he’s never heard the last
act, and swearing a lot in a church.
As is fitting for a (semi-)improvised
show, Yorkston/Thorne/Khan’s set
is a handful of sublime moments,
rather than a gallop of glory. There
are times when the guitar, double
bass and sarangi intertwine to create
gorgeous sonic blossoms, and times
when they merely politely eddy
around a chord. Unexpectedly, it’s
the vocals that captivate, all three
singing well, especially Suhail Yusuf
Khan, whose papery whisper can arc
powerfully at unexpected moments.
The last number, James Yorkston’s
`Broken Wave (A Blues For
Doogie)’, a tribute to a dead friend,
tugs with the emotional simplicity of
vintage Christie Moore, with limpid
accompaniment from Thorne and
Khan: ironically, this lambent piece
of very regular folk is what will live
in our memory.
David Murphy

THE SHERLOCKS / BLAENAVON
The Bullingdon
Having recently joined The Libertines
on tour, The Sherlocks are tipped to
be a breakthrough act in 2016, and as
the Sheffield quartet’s tour reaches
Oxford on a rainy Monday night, an
impressive crowd fills the Bullingdon
in anticipation.
Support act Blaenavon, a three-piece
from Brighton, moodily entwine
bluesy rhythm parts with heavier alt.
rock influences, creating a sound
that’s solemn in tone, yet captivating.
They have real stage presence,
particularly notable during set closer
‘Prague’. Having recently played
alongside Bloc Party and Sundara
Karma, 2016 could equally lead to
big things for Blaenavon.
Dressed in a white t-shirt and black
leather jacket The Sherlocks’ babyfaced frontman Kiaran Crook bears
a striking resemblance to a young
Alex Turner, a comparison only
strengthened by his thick Sheffield
accent. The similarities don’t end
there. The Sherlocks’ musical
arrangement bear some resemblance
to Arctic Monkeys, with ‘Escapade’
in particular sounding like it could
have been lifted from ‘Favourite Worst
Nightmare’. The band are incredibly
tight and whilst their onstage

performance lacks the ramshackle
excitement of The Libertines, they still
manage to whip the sober Monday
night crowd into a frenzy.
The band are undoubtedly strong,
however one noticeable weakness
lies in their failure to match the
lyrical prowess of Arctic Monkeys.
Whilst Turner skillfully and poetically
lyricized the relatable everyday
occurrences of a middle-class eighteen
year-old, The Sherlocks instead fill
their choruses with throwaway clichés
(“please don’t try to run before you
can walk, and don’t jump the gun
/ I don’t wanna let you go”). This
doesn’t deter the band from effectively
connecting with the Oxford crowd
and after an energetic forty-five
minute set, the band leaves the stage to
rambunctious applause, before making
their way to the busy merch desk to
sign EPs and pose for photos.
So do The Sherlocks live up to
the hype? There’s certainly room
for improvement, but they are
undoubtedly one of the more
promising young bands touring the
UK at the moment, and any chance of
catching them in a small venue while
you still can should be readily grasped.
Dan Mordente
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EZRA FURMAN / THE BIG MOON
O2 Academy
London’s Big Moon are a scuzzy
all-female rock band who mix equal
parts riot grrl, harmony-heavy 60s
pop and St Vincent fuzziness. They
play a varied set that hits marks all
over the guitar music cannon but
still feels cohesive even when they
breakout a cover of Madonna’s
‘Beautiful Stranger’, complete with
three tempo changes. They are very
much of the moment, riding on the
wave the is carrying Palma Violets
and The Fat White Family to indie-

cred fame, but the core of this very
young band shows promise for
further growth.
As his band fill the room with that
Link Wray riff, Ezra Furman takes
to the stage in a floaty skirt and a
retro baseball cap. 20 seconds into
the set I couldn’t care if it was a
well-trained alpaca making this
glorious racket.
From beginning to end thonight’s
set is simply brilliant. Furman’s
band traverses uptempo bursts of joy

like ‘I Wanna Destroy Myself’ and
more sedate tracks like ‘Caroline
Jones’ and ‘My Zero’ perfectly. It’s
punk. It’s post-punk. It’s rhythm
& blues. It’s rock’n’roll. It’s who
the hell cares, but it’s making me
smile, and would make me dance
if that was something I ever did in
public. As Furman himself says,
“these songs come from the heart”. I
don’t know his life or what’s driving
him round that stage like a whirling
dervish but imagine David Bowie’s

PINS / PEACE AND LOVE BARBERSHOP
MUHAMMAD ALI / THE OTHER DRAMAS
The Bullingdon
Local duo The Other Dramas have the ability to
alternately intrigue and frustrate down to a fine
art. One minute they’re gesturing optimistically
in the direction of Courtney Barnett (set-opener
‘Feeling Bad’) or The Gossip (‘Say It’, the
title track of their new EP), or knocking out
a surprisingly palatable Lily Allen pastiche
(‘Gonna Break My Heart’), and the next they’re
fobbing us off with wearisome balladry (‘Dog’)
or a song about being abducted by aliens that
leaves me wanting to be abducted by aliens just
to get out of earshot (‘Noisy Star’).
Getting out of earshot of Peace And Love
Barbershop Muhammad Ali would be a real
challenge – and not one I’d be remotely
interested in taking up. As the principal half
of Manc duo Brown Brogues, Mark Vernon
established an extremely nice line in primitivist

glam-garage stomp a la Thee Oh Sees, complete
with rudimentary riffage and yelped vocals caked
in delay/reverb. What sets his preposterously
monikered new crew apart from his former outfit
is quite simple: bassist Kim Thompson. With her
shimmy, her black tasselled leather jacket and
her half-brown, half-black afro, Thompson – an
artist by day – looks like Diana Ross if she’d
turned her back on Motown and started hanging
out with fellow Detroiters The MC5 and The
Stooges. Together, she and the cockily insouciant
Vernon are a formidable pairing, and their band
are phenomenally good.
Pity the poor headliners, who invited PALBMA
along for the ride and are now staring in the face
the very real prospect of being spectacularly
upstaged. But PINS are made of sterner stuff
these days, as is suggested by their ditching of

punk cousin at the moment some
serious amphetamines kicks in and
you might get and idea, but the lyrics
tell real human stories, even if there
are maybe a few too many Beat poet
references.
Some musicians might work through
their emotions with dour four-chord
songs of heartbreak but Ezra Furman
wants you to dance all night, rip
the posters off your wall and spit
in the face of whatever is bringing
you down; to forget about it all till
morning. I may be reading too much
into those wild eyes, but that is a
world view I can get on board with.
Matt Chapman-Jones

the colourful C86 tweepop clobber of yore in
favour of regulation black. If you ran into this
girl gang in a dark alley these days, they’d be less
likely to debate the merits of your favourite Belle
& Sebastian song and more likely to hold a flickknife to your throat.
The Bobby Gillespie-era Jesus & Mary Chain
beat is still present and correct, as is the ShangriLas vibe (see ‘Dazed By You’), but there’s
generally a darker, harder edge now, one that’s
particularly pronounced in the live environment.
The older material aired tonight only serves to
throw into relief the significant strides they’ve
made with second album `Wild Nights’ (released
on the esteemed Bella Union imprint), and with
the tense post-punk of ‘Oh Lord’ in particular.
That PINS are on an upward curve is underlined
by the fact that brand new song ‘Trouble’ is
even better still, an instant hit featuring all five
members chanting and fleshed out with keyboard
drone courtesy of newest member Kyoko Swan.
Much more of this and soon it won’t just be
eyeliner manufacturers who love them.
Ben Woolhead

VOODOO VEGAS / NEW
GENERATION SUPERSTARS /
THE BLACK BULLETS
The Wheatsheaf

VIENNA DITTO / CRYSTALLITE
/ KHAMSINA / EYES FOR
GERTRUDE
O2 Academy

Tonight’s OXROX’s show starts
nice’n’sleazy as The Black Bullets’
frontman Billy T saunters to the mic
like Tank Girl’s estranged cousin.
To the untrained eye the band are a
mismatched jumble of figures, but as
they snarl through their 30-minute
set, you realise that through their
testosterone-soaked swagger they’ve
achieved a pretty slick balance of
hard rock sleaze and punk edge, and
suddenly their juxtaposed visage
makes perfect sense. Chuck some
great songs and a dash of Jack
Daniels into the mix and suddenly
you’ve got one powerful outfit.
Similar could be said of Nottingham’s
New Generation Superstars and their
own brand of punkish hard rock.
As with tonight’s openers, there’s
a good dose of Motorhead in there,
maybe a little AC/DC too, but the
songs tie together with flavours of
the more melodic side of punk rock,
power-chords a-plenty, and with some
great banter, they pound through a
solid set, helped in no small part by
a powerhouse drummer, and a singer
who might well be Viggo Mortensen,
signing off with a fierce rendition of
`Blitzkrieg Bop’.
Voodoo Vegas are as fun as hell and
more often than not, groovy as sin.

Here at Nightshift we don’t generally
go with sectioning music off
according to something as arbitrary
as gender, but It’s All About the
Music’s monthly Let The Lady
Sing nights have carved a niche by
showcasing (mostly local) female
singers on a live scene that is still,
depressingly, male-dominated.
We’re immediately impressed
tonight by duo Eyes For Gertrude,
whose accordion and acoustic guitar
harmony folk is eclectic enough to
take in bluegrass, folk and acoustic
blues with an edge of Parisian café
chic and even some brief honky tonk,
but it’s only after spending half an
hour being charmed by the playful
versatility of one of the pair that we
recognise her as Chantelle Pike, once
a regular on the local scene now
resident in Devon. On this showing
hopefully she’ll be back at a local
venue again very soon.
Our only previous experience of
Khamsina was an overwrought demo
a while back accompanied by a
metaphor-heavy video that demanded
to be laughed into the turbulent
sea that was doubtless supposed to
parallel the emotion trauma of the
lyrics. Tonight she’s similarly epic,
with her big band power ballads and
piano-pop belters, but while overall
the songs are too soft-centred, too
full of warbling and dramatic wailing
for these ears, when she and her
band cut loose and rock out they’re
undeniably impressive, the songs
well constructed and vocally strong.
Like Khamsina Crystallite like to
belt it out, but they never stop for
anything so frivolous as a ballad.
Instead they’re wall-to-wall stadium
grunge riffage and epic rock siren
hollering. Oh they’re clichéd – from
singer Agnes Bozai shimmering
onstage partway through the opening
jam, to the gutsy blues the band

Tonight’s headliners sound like
what you’d get if you took a fistful
of your favourite classic rock
bands, boiled them down to their
best elements, and brought them
bang up to date. The influence of
Guns’n’Roses is pretty prevalent; in
fact I’d be willing to bet they’ve had
‘Appetite for Destruction’ on a loop
in the van, but they’ve taken those
cues, put them through the mangle,
and created a new and vibrant sound
all their own.
Voodoo Vegas host some serious
talent; singer Lawrence Case wails
like a Myles Kennedy/Axl Rose
hybrid, while guitarists Merylina
Hamilton and Jon Dawson lay out
some inspired twin lead work (shades
of Lynyrd Skynyrd there, but Slash
has clearly left an impression too).
Bassist Ash Moulton has a great tone,
and sits right in that perfect spot of
not-too-little, not-too-much, bringing
out some sweet bass licks when
the opportunity arises, and staying
dead in synch with drummer Jonno
Smyth, who nails those tricky time
changes that keep the band’s songs
so fresh and rounded. This is tight,
professional, good-time rock and roll,
and a great close to the night.
Cole Bryant

CHASE AND STATUS
O2 Academy
Chase & Status hit the stage at
12.30 tonight, but even by 10pm
it’s teenage carnage. Even allowing
for the 30 minutes it takes to get to
the cloakroom, it’s still almost two
hours spent avoiding eye contact
and flying beer while getting my
dreadlocks pulled/beard stroked by
saucer-eyed scallywags. Fear and
loathing: nowhere to sit and six
deep at the bar; in the end, there
is nothing to do but give in to it
and have a bop to the warm up,
the impressive DJ Dimension. By
the time Chase and Status leap on
to the stage, the crowd is ready,
not so much warmed up as akin to
the inside of a pan of popcorn as it
reaches optimum heat.
Luckily it’s worth the wait. From
the moment the first pure sine wave
bassline hits, to the last skittering
break beat it’s pure Chase & Status
business. Actually it’s not so much
Chase & Status tonight as Chase &
Rage. Status – Will Kennard – is
elsewhere so Saul Milton (Chase)
is deftly mixing it up solo behind
the decks while hyperactive MC
Rage prowls the stage: a hype man

partial to some aggressive rapping.
Their sound is hard to define and
pigeonhole, a potent mixture of
drum&bass, dubstep, grime, rave
and hip hop; they rarely keep to the
same style even in the same track.
Perhaps their blending of genres is
the key to their longevity, which at
the same time gives ammunition
to their critics. C&S clearly have a
new album on the horizon, and play
tunes they’ve just recorded with
Stormzy and Craig David. We’re
also treated to some oldies: `Blind
Faith’, `Flashing Lights’, `Time’
(with the beautifully haunting
Delilah vocal), the Cutty Ranks
sampling jungle/dancehall cut
`International’, from their last album
`Brand New Machine’, and very
early ravey-jungle banger `Take Me
Away’.
Sadly they don’t do 90s throwback
neo-classicist number `Count on
Me’(ft Moko) or Tinie Tempah’s
`Hitz’. They seem keen to keep
pushing on forward, and, in a way,
at the same time backwards; bless
them.
Leo Bowder

hammer out. They’re also bombastic,
old fashioned and they go on a bit too
long but really, it’s impossible not to
enjoy every minute of their set as it
simply carries you, and everything
else in the room before it, and you
find yourself grinning much like
the guitarist who, like the rest of the
band, seems to be having the time
of his life on stage. Crystallite must
be the most unselfconscious and
unpretentious band in Oxford, which
pretty much makes them the coolest
act in town. For those up there
rocking, we really do salute you.
Hattie Taylor similarly knows how
to have a good time on stage, forever
looking like the sweet little kid who
just set off every firework in the box
at once and is revelling in the chaos
around her. Because Vienna Ditto
gigs always balance on that fine line
between carnage and genius, their
rack of electronic detritus bandaged
together like a cyberpunk casualty
of war, the duo sounding like a jazz
bar band from some dystopian sci-fi
nightmare where Peggy Lee’s `Fever’
gets skewered by dirty rockabilly,
scattershot electronic beats and an
industrial grunge vibe. That’s all
accentuated by the nightmarish
video playing behind the pair that
shifts into a Harold Lloyd skit as
Vienna Ditto breathe a seductive
mixture of mischief and sensuality
into everything they do, including a
sublime version of `Let My People
Go’ from The Prince of Egypt.
There’s surf rock and bossanova
and a big chunk of Kinks riffing at
once point and the set climaxes in a
cacophony of destruction and train
noises and when you emerge from
the smoking wreckage you remember
that Vienna Ditto are not just the
maddest band in Oxford, they’re near
as dammit the best.
Dale Kattack
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MAIIANS / CASSELS / ROSIE CALDERCOTT
The Cellar

LIVE

Ian Dury’s sarcastic, splenetic ‘Spasticus
Autisticus’ was inspired by its creator’s disgust at
the UN’s designation of 1981 as the International
Year of Disabled Persons. Why, wondered the
maverick singer who had contracted polio in
childhood, wasn’t every year International Year
of Disabled Persons? In the same vein, why isn’t
every week Independent Venue Week?
Of course, it’s a sad state of affairs that such
a designation is deemed necessary. But gig
venues up and down the country are finding
themselves facing myriad threats on a daily
basis: the insidious creep of gentrification; noise
complaints from NIMBY newcomers (who, in a
bitter irony, are often attracted by the prospect of
vibrant nightlife); unsympathetic local councils
revoking licences or insisting on financially
crippling soundproofing measures; the impact
of government cuts on music lovers’ disposable
income; the popularity of the internet as a quick
and easy means of both disseminating and
discovering new music.

affording her generous applause before she does
so.
It’s common practice for people to go into an
underground bunker when seeking shelter from
Thankfully, aided and abetted by the Music
explosions – something that Cassels clearly seem
Venue Trust as well as the Arts Council England- to have misunderstood. But then the Chipping
funded Independent Venue Week (IVW), many
Norton noiseniks are hardly known for their
of the nation’s finest are putting up a fight. Take
veneration of convention. Their idea of an
our very own Cellar, for instance – a scuzzy
anthemic love song is called ‘Hating Is Easy’,
subterranean mecca for music and tonight playing and their flagrant disregard of such songwriterly
host to the pick of the city’s IVW gigs.
niceties as coherence (aside from one blink-andIVW isn’t solely about celebrating independent
you’ll-miss-it newie) is what makes them such a
venues, though; it’s also about championing
thrillingly psychotic live act.
the musicians to which they give a platform,
If Cassels are about as coherent as Ozzy Osborne
an opportunity to cut their teeth in the live
with a mouthful of marbles, headliners Maiians
environment. It’s fitting, then, that gathered here
are the polar opposite – all smooth curves and
tonight are three of Oxford’s brightest prospects. sleek lines rather than jagged edges. They soon
At first, it seems that singer-songwriter
settle into a fluid groove with ‘Sionara’, and
Rosie Caldecott, with her wispy feather-light
everything – synths, guitars, bass, dual drums,
compositions and use of the word “betwixt”
cowbell, jazz trumpet – is in its right place. The
during a song referencing her diary, may be a
finely honed setlist is starting to have a familiar
sacrificial lamb who’s been unwittingly led by
feel – no bad thing, yet – and as ‘One Of Each’
promoters BBC Introducing into the lion’s den.
builds inexorably to its euphoric climax, there’s
But the audience prove to be tame and even
only one conclusion to draw: 2016 is, quite
respectful, not only allowing her to escape back
simply, theirs for the taking.
upstairs into the outside world alive but also
Ben Woolhead

M@SH MARATHON
Jacqueline du Pre Music Building

NATHANIEL RATELIFF & THE NIGHTSWEATS
O2 Academy
Despite having lost some of its lustre in recent years, there is no doubting
the power of a performance on Later…With Jools Holland. When Nathaniel
Rateliff popped up on the telly with `Son Of A Bitch’ last year, it’s fair to
say that few people had heard much of him. A day or two after the show
aired, and this tour had all but sold out.
His most recent album eschews his folk tinged beginnings and embraces
the power of late 60s R&B, and it’s such an authentic performance from
start to finish, it’s entirely unsurprising to find out he’s signed to Stax, the
home of such luminaries as Otis Redding, Sam & Dave and Booker T &
The MG’s. Rateliff’s own version of the MG’s (or E Street Band if you
prefer) is the Nightsweats, a well-drilled unit that fills these songs out
perfectly. The snake-hipped low-key jam of `Shake’ is tonight’s highlight
as the band expand and jam on the original, proving that they’re more than

just hired hands sticking to a template.
Rateliff himself is a peculiar front man, gifted with a wonderfully gritty
and soulful voice but somewhat lacking in charisma. It takes him a while
to really warm up and connect with the crowd, and it’s not until `Son Of
A Bitch’ makes an appearance at the end of the set that things really cut
loose (despite the fact that grade A material in the likes of `I Need Never
Get Old’ should have raised the roof). As he exits the stage, the crowd picks
up the refrain of `Son Of A Bitch’, and keeps it going until he reappears.
The danger for Rateliff is that he may well come to be defined by a single
song, which is a pity because as tonight’s set proves, he’s got plenty of great
songs, it’s just that at the moment his newly won audience only seem to
know one of them.
Sam Shepherd

FREE RANGE ROOTS: ABA SHANTI I MEETS ROOTS GUIDANCE
The Bullingdon
From his early days as Jasmine Joe, MC for Jah
Tubby’s sound system, through the 90s when he
helped to shape the UK steppers sound – a unique
fusion of four to the floor dance music and roots
reggae – to now regularly topping dub festivals,
as well as his monthly residency at University
of Dub at the Scala in Kings Cross and over 25
years at Notting Hill Carnival, Aba Shanti I is
arguably second only to the Zulu warrior himself,
Jah Shaka, in the hierarchy of roots selectors. So
seeing the mighty Aba in the intimate environs
of The Bullingdon is a treat any dub addict is
willing to leave a warm flat late on a cold night
for. Free Range Roots is what Oxford has long
been waiting for: a regular roots dance, with
some big names and local talent, all through a

real life sound system. Fellow Carnival kings
Channel One as well as Bristol’s Dubkasm have
played recently, as well as local heroes Field
Frequency. Tonight’s show is put through Roots
Guidance’s bone-rattling, bass-heavy, sound
system. Guidance’s Rory Stride warms up, getting
into it early on with some high energy dubwise
sounds, leaving Aba little choice but to follow suit,
albeit initially in a little more mellow style.
Always an enveloping experience, Aba’s sets
tend to start of with a revival selection: some early
roots and culture, before getting into the fasterpaced steppers dub. Tonight he plays tracks by
Earl Sixteen, Prince Jamo and Stamina Li amongst
hard to find 12-inch remixes, dub plate version
excursions, rare singles and the occasional CD. It’s

not so much just what he plays, as what is done
with the sound. Putting the music through a 4-way
pre-amp, and his mic and dub siren through some
intense delay effects, he builds up layers of audio
intensity until it almost gets too much, before
cutting all the frequencies bar the bass, leaving the
18-inch subwoofers throbbing thunderously as the
last distorted echo dies away.
Throughout he is a compact blur of relentless
energy; he’s still only briefly when concentrating
on dropping the needle. Otherwise he’s adjusting
the levels on the mixer, rooting though the vinyl,
bleeping the siren and chanting praises to Jah on
the mic; all while wildly skanking around the
booth.
Leo Bowder

Every year the enterprising Music
at St Hilda’s – M@SH – holds
an annual five-hour marathon,
with students and professionals
performing electronica, video and
contemporary classical compositions.
Oddly, last year one of the more
conventional performances outshone
all else. Or perhaps not so oddly as
the performer was Jonathan Powell,
an outstanding pianist and champion
of neglected pieces of the piano
repertoire. This year’s marathon turns
out to be similar.
Marathons start early which this
Nightshift reviewer is not great at
and we miss the first performances.
We are present for a set of worthy
but instantly forgettable standard
electrofuzz and grunge noise and
also unfortunately we see video
art from the Ruskin School of Art
that’s so dull it shouldn’t have been
allowed through the door. Thankfully
the machinery suffers a terminal
malfunction, saving us from running
out of the building and jumping off
Magdelen Bridge.
That would have been a pity as
we’d have missed OXUS Quartet’s
spirited performance of Michael
Nyman’s string quartet, with its
similarities to his film music for The
Draughtsman’s Contract. We like
the starring role Nyman gives to
the viola, and OXUS’s viola player
seizes her moment with vim and
vigour.
Martyn Harry’s cleverly titled
composition ‘Auditorium’ achieves
its aim of portraying runners setting
off from a stadium and their return
by beginning with a Phillip Glass
meets Michael Nyman fanfare
and ending 30 minutes later with a

triumphant peel, a Vangelis moment
in Harry’s own words. It’s played
by the twelve saxophones of The
Northern Saxophone Collective
(the name sounds like a Maoist
cell), surely more saxophones
than it’s decent to be in a room
with. They are conducted by the
composer and there’s also a section
of pre-recorded tape. Initially it’s
fascinating and very M@SH, but not
for the first time when listening to a
Harry composition the fascination
ebbs as the piece progresses and
leaves us wondering whether this
talented composer might consider
collaborating with a good editor.
So last Marathon it was Jonathan
Powell pianism; this time it’s Maki
Sekiya pianism putting everything
else in the shade. Listening to
her second and third sets we are
transfixed and kick ourselves for not
being in time to hear her first one.
In George Crumb’s percussive piece
`Apparition’, with former Worcester
College head chorister Quinn Obbink
valiantly performing the voice
part, Sekiya’s precision penetrates
the room. But it is her playing of
works by Japanese composer Somei
Satoh that has us spellbound. The
pieces have few notes and Sekiya
seems to make each one translucent,
partially through the power of her
intense stillness at the keyboard. We
would love to see her in the barn at
Supernormal Festival, if they can get
her a decent piano to play.
Meanwhile, we reflect that this
curate’s egg of an event is building
a track record for superb piano
performances and wonder, will the
magic happen yet again next year.
Colin May

THE DREAMING SPIRES /
LEWIS & LEIGH /
THE DEADBEAT APOSTLES
The Bullingdon
The Deadbeat Apostles sing “I
can’t stop the pain,” but we don’t
believe them for a millisecond as
they’re having so much fun in a
country rockabilly, 60s British blues
barrelhouse kinda way. The three
singers’ voices have a rough edge
but being different genders helps
keep the vocal lines varied with
a hint of the Van Morrison in the
mix. Probably best heard with a
rye whisky to hand, they won’t be
pulling up any trees but expect to
come across them singeing a few
blades of grass in the sunshine at a
local festival or three.
Lewis and Leigh are a complete
contrast. Both have been solo artists,
so it’s no surprise each has a strong
voice but it’s how they blend so
well that’s striking, putting us in
mind of The August List. Their
harmonies are things of beauty and
sophistication, and as storytellers
they’re more than competent as
indicated by their recent nomination
for UK Song of The Year at the UK
Americana awards. They are so
coffee table smooth, however, that
after a while we find their style off
putting, even if most of the room
disagrees.
The Dreaming Spires play perhaps
the best of the many sets we’ve
seen them do over the years. We put
this down partially to them coming
into the gig with three nominations
for UK Americana awards, and to
The Bully being a hometown gig
for Robin and Joe Bennett meaning
they are among friends. But also this

is the first time we see them with a
keyboard player, Tom Collison, in
the live line-up and it makes such
a difference. Apart from the sound
being fuller, the band are more
relaxed than than when playing as a
trio and tonight the music benefits,
hitting the heights.
Early on tonight they play our
personal favourite earworm
‘Everything All the Time’, but
most of the set comes from their
most recent `Searching For The
Supertruth’ album and the strength
of these songs comes across with
`Dusty in Memphis’, something
of a celebration between band and
audience.
In the run in the band pay their
respects to the recently departed.
First, Glen Frey of The Eagles, with
a medley including a singalong
`Take It Easy’, which could have
been naff but they carry off with
aplomb. Next, they launch into
Bowie’s `Space Oddity’, complete
with interstellar effects, all done with
such authenticity and commitment
we don’t expect we’ll hear a better
Bowie tribute.
They have always done covers, and
brilliant as tonight’s are, especially
the Bowie, it would be an error to
focus too much on them. As the band
remind us by finishing with one
of their own jewels, the title track
from `Searching for the Supertruth’,
their own songs have never sounded
better. For The Dreaming Spires the
time could be now.
Colin May
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AOIFE O’DONOVAN
The Bullingdon
Aoife O’Donovan returns to Oxford
tonight in support of her second solo
album, ‘In The Magic Hour’, which
she plays almost in its entirety to a
pleasingly packed Bullingdon. Where
last time in town she performed with
Sarah Jarosz and Sara Watkins, here
it’s all about her own sound and
songs. Backed by guitarist Anthony
Da Costa and drummer Steve Nistor
and billed as the Aoife O’Donovan
Trio, there could be no equivocation

as to who is the star of the show.
While the high standard of
musicianship from the trio adds
weight to the new songs, it’s when
stripped back to solo vocal and
acoustic guitar that O’Donovan really
shines. Dismissing the band halfway
through the set she gives a haunting
performance of ‘Beekeeper’, from
her first album ‘Fossils’, which
conveys a menace missing from the
recorded track.

Somewhat ironically, the highlight
of the set comes with a brave Joni
Mitchell cover. I say brave, knowing
that so few artists have ever covered
Joni successfully, and as she moves
into a solo performance of ‘You Turn
Me On, I’m A Radio’ with a knowing
smile, the inventive phrasing has the
room enthralled. Undoubtedly she
can be regarded as one of the few to
not just reproduce the material but
find something new within.

PIXEL FIX / THE AUREATE ACT / RAINBOW
RESERVOIR / SAM MARTIN / WHO’S ALICE
O2 Academy
Uprising, The O2’s team-up with BBC Introducing
in Oxford, offers newer local acts their first stab at
playing on a big stage, and if nerves claim a few
of them, others grasp the opportunity firmly with
both hands. Youngsters Who’s Alice are barely a
handful of gigs old but their energetic indie rock
is reasonably well formed already. They’re not
pushing any musical boundaries yet – lying firmly
in the post-Arctics/Libertines landscape – but
hopefully experience will lend them the confidence
to expand their palate.
Sam Martin initially looks like he accidentally
stumbled onstage straight from a party sometime
in 1973, but if we’re expecting dreary sub-Dylan
folk balladry we’re pleasantly surprised, as
he cranks up his electric guitar and pushes his
voice through a chorus pedal for a fuller sound.
He covers Crosby Stills and Nash but generally
he’s closer to Tom Petty and if his set wanders
at times at his best he has a decent way with a
romantic melody.

Rainbow Reservoir have a great knack of
sounding positively chipper while simultaneously
being completely cynical. Angela Space takes
aim at rich, cool girls in particular but makes
ripping them to shreds sound effortlessly fun.
Her slightly shrill voice, coated in a thick layer
of guitar fuzz inevitably lends comparison to
Moldy Peaches but her wry, literate style is closer
to Jeffrey Lewis, particularly long-time favourite
`Gold Star Girl’.
Aureate Act guitarist Nick Ormrod has gone
the full Brian Pern tonight, dressed in expansive
cloak with a school tie in his hair. But hey, this is
prog rock with all the bells on, Dominic Baum’s
operatic quaver adding an almost alarming
feeling of drama to each song as the band indulge
their inner King Crimson alongside adventurous
detours into Radiohead’s glitchy waters and that
point where Talk Talk gave up being pop and
invented a whole new world of music. There’s a
feeling at times that The Aureate Act are five

It also shows just how much of the
set relies upon humour and humility,
with each new song punctuated by
anecdotes and starts with a sense of
purpose. Where one lilting melody
can be allowed to drift into another,
each song is treated separately with
thought, emotion and attack, as if
played for the first time and to the
only audience who would ever hear
it. Whether singing into the eaves of
a vast church or unsticking her feet
from the stage in the Bully, Aoife
gives even her most familiar songs
new life with each outing.
Jo Cox

highly talented young musicians all playing to a
different tune, but when they come together they
have musical ambition in abundance.
Banbury’s Pixel Fix are virtually old hands
compared to the rest of tonight’s bill, having
played with Crystal Fighters and Little Comets
in the past and a tour with Lights coming up. As
such their professionalism is evident, although
singer Marcus Yates’ decision to perform
virtually swamped by his hoodie suggests
some nerves about playing their biggest Oxford
headline show to date, a feeling not helped by his
hurried “thanks” and “cheers” before the songs
are even finished. The band’s figety groove-pop
dabbles with the dominant r’n’b vibe at the
moment, particularly SBTRKT, though there
are moments of festival-friendly bombast too,
closer to The 1975, but worryingly few of the
tunes stick long in the memory and the crowd
remains oddly unmoved faced with a local band
on the rise. Ultimately, compared to Rainbow
Reservoir’s sharp-tongued fuzz-pop and The
Aureate Act’s untidy adventuring, Pixel Fix’s
polished professionalism feels a bit soulless, but
the experience of bands like Peace and Bastille
suggests that’s no barrier to success.
Dale Kattack

WANT TO PLAY?

To apply for The Punt, email music links to editor@nightshiftmag.co.uk
Acts must be from Oxfordshire and can’t have played The Punt before.

YOU MUST INCLUDE A CONTACT PHONE NUMBER

Deadline for applications is the 10th March. Line-up will be announced on the 15th March.

WANTEntryTO
COME
ALONG?
to individual venues is a fiver or free.

100 all-venue Punt passes are on sale from the 1st February from Wegottickets.com,
Truck Store on Cowley Road, and Blackwell’s Music on Broad Street. Just £8
All profits from the Punt will be donated to Tiggywinkles Wildlife Hospital and
The Oxford Sexual Abuse and Rape Crisis Centre.

@NightshiftMag

Oxford Punt 2016

INTRODUCING....

Nightshift’s monthly guide to the best local music bubbling under
Oxford’s
only
centrally
located
music shop

Oxfords oldest music shop is the place to visit for
• Rock, Pop & Chart CDs from £5

• 3 for 2 on selected sets of guitar strings

• DVDs, giftware & t-shirts

• Printed music and books

• A selection of vinyl and record players

• An ongoing programme of musical events

• A range of instruments & accessories

@blackwellsmusic
fb.com/blackwellsmusic

DR SHOTOVER: Publican

Wednesday 2nd March – ROCKSOC PRESENTS

UNDERSMILE INCARNADINE COVEN + K-LACURA

8pm

Friday 4th March – KLUB KAKOFANNEY

LUCY LEAVE THE MIGHTY REDOX + 31HOURS

8pm

Saturday 5th March

CHEROKEE

GHOSTS IN THE PHOTOGRAPHS
MARY BENDY TOY 8pm
Wednesday 9th March – IT’S ALL ABOUT THE MUSIC

TANNERS POOL SOCIAL DISCHARGE + PEREQUIN

8pm

Friday 11th March – DAISY RODGERS

BRIGHT WORKS MASSMATIKS + WHO’S ALICE?

8pm

Saturday 18th March – IT’S ALL ABOUT THE MUSIC

STORYTELLER BEARD OF DESTINY
CHASING DAYLIGHT + FIRE GAZER 8pm/£6

Saturday 19th March

8pm

Wednesday 23rd March – ORIGIN AGENCY PRESENTS

XEROSUN KINASIS + REMNANT + VIOLENCE IS GOLDEN

8pm

Friday 25th March

KUIPER THE ILLUMINATI

Blackwells.co.uk/oxford

53 Broad Street, Oxford, OX1 3BQ

THE WHEATSHEAF

ONE WING LEFT TOM IVEY + RORY EVENS

01865 333581
music.ox@Blackwells.co.uk

8pm

Saturday 26th March – GTI

TESS OF THE CIRCLE HOGGS BISON + COSMOSIS

8pm

Wednesday 30th March – IT’S ALL ABOUT THE MUSIC

OUT OF THE VILLAGE ROSE SEGAL

NIKKI PETHERICK + HANNA BRUCE 8pm

The Wheatsheaf 129 High Street, Oxford OX1 4DF / www.facebook.com/wheatsheaf.oxford

Ah there you are – and ABOUT RUDDY TIME TOO. Yes I AM in a bad
mood, and here’s why: 1) It is your round and you’re late; 2) I am furious
that Republican arch-clown Donald ‘Ronald McDonald’ Trump used The
Fabs’ Revolution as his ‘lumbering-onstage’ music in the New Hampshire
primaries; 3) it is still your round and I AM NOW VERY THIRSTY. Ah,
that’s better [glugg, glugg, glugg]. Now, what do you mean, how do I
know about the US primaries? I may be a Home Counties drug casualty
of indeterminate age in patchouli-scented tweed, but I am familiar with
presidential campaign jargon – I got it all from Hunter S. Thompson’s Fear
& Loathing on the Campaign Trail ’72, if you must know. (Yes, Snebbit,
the copy you borrowed, whose back cover has mysteriously been torn to
buggery for use as roach material). In fact I still have my 1974 IMPEACH
NIXON bumper sticker somewhere (with those extra little lines which turn
the X of his name into a swastika, of course). When referring to the Land of
the Free, I always spell it ‘Amerikkka’ with three Ks. Yes, we know what
we mean, eh? Burn baby burn and all that…? Now, if you get another round
in, I will, using certain arcane skills, fold a dollar bill in a particular way
so that the
Illuminati
Conspiracy
is revealed
in detail and
everyone
goes,
‘WOWW,
MAN!’.
Well, why
not? There
was nothing
on TV
anyway.
Next
month:
The
Trumpton
Riots

President Nixon: ‘What are these, Mr, ah, Paisley?’
Elvis Presley: ‘Mistuh President suh, these heah are my druhgs.’
PN: ‘I need to, ah, boost my ratings – can I get some uppers?’
EP: ‘Uppahs? Rootin’-tootin’ damn STRAIGHT, suh! Fill your
BOOTS!’

The Aureate Act

Who are they?
Electro-prog-psychedelic quintet The Aureate Act, as a full band, have been
around Oxford for two years. They are: Dominic Baum (vocals / keyboards);
Nat Jones (guitar / vocals); Nick Ormrod (guitar); Ebyan Rezgui (bass / flute)
and Quentin Dercon (drums). Dom and Nat first played together aged 12.
Their early demos earned praise in Nightshift, and have since then released
their first E.P proper, `Madman’s Well’, late in 2015 to similar praise. Their
stated hope for 2016 is “to see more success and to turn 18 soon enough to
start entering venues at the front door.”
What do they sound like?
An atmospheric, inventive blend of classic prog rock, psychedelia and
electronica. Unafraid of excess or going off on one, Baum’s operatic vibrato
lends songs an air of drama, while their tightly-bound layers of sound and a
youthful approach to prog lead them along decidedly unexpected musical paths.
What inspires them?
“One thing which always attracted us towards psychedelic/progressive music
was the way in which, in the vinyl era at least, bands would show almost equal
concern for art, music, lyrics (and occasionally narrative) when creating an
album. The way in which all these forms of art would communicate one thing
simultaneously was extremely powerful, and created an ‘experience’, rather
than just that sort of noise you hear when you go to Starbucks.”
Career highlight so far:
“Our BBC Introducing Oxford gig with Wild Swim. Moving from a small
bedroom to suddenly playing a venue like the O2 was unforgettable.”
And the lowlight:
“An amateur festival called Penn Meadow. With all credit to the organisers,
who did a pretty respectable job considering the challenges, the sound guy
turned up around 24 hours late, the stage floor was so insecure it threw Dom
up and down every time someone moved, and then after the first song, Nick’s
string broke; without a replacement.”

Their favourite other Oxfordshire act is:
“31Hours. Like us, they invest a lot of effort into atmosphere, and they’re also
pretty young, so we enjoy having quite a close relationship with them.”
If they could only keep one album in the world, it would be:
“`Black Sands’ by Bonobo. It manages to be genuinely experimental, like the
old rock we’ve always listened to, without all those torturous Hammond solos.”
When is their next local gig and what can newcomers expect?
“25th March, at The Jericho Tavern. Expect expansive sounds; the odd unusual
time signature, hopefully played in time; heavy guitars and synth lines you
can’t hear; operatic vocals.”
Their favourite and least favourite things about Oxford music are:
“The Oxford scene currently lacks a ‘sound’: it used to have one, when bands
like Radiohead and Ride performed with the kind of artful melancholy which
seems appropriate for Oxford. Oxford certainly has diversity but we would
like to see fewer sappy indie-rock bands: diversity’s all well and good, but you
don’t see conservationists trying to preserve E. coli. As for best, we really have
come across some remarkable bands in Oxford. The community of promoters,
and writers is really something special.
You might love them if you love:
Radiohead; Pink Floyd; Porcupine Tree; King Crimson; Talk Talk; Boards of
Canada.
Hear them here:
soundcloud.com/theaureateact

ALL OUR YESTERDAYS

THIS MONTH IN OXFORD
MUSIC HISTORY

20 YEARS AGO

as well as The Go! Team at Brookes Union.

The release of two Oxford albums dominated
local music news in March 1996. First there
was Ride’s posthumous fourth studio album,
`Tarantula’. The band having announced their
split in December 95, `Tarantula’ arrived in the
wake of mutually antagonistic press statements
from Mark Gardener and Andy Bell, the pair
refusing to have their own songs mixed in with
the other’s, making for a classic album of two
halves. Lyrically songs like `Deep Inside My
Pocket’, `Sunshine/Nowhere To Run’, and
`The Castle on the Hill’ reflected the tensions
rife during the recording process. Soap opera
drama aside, it’s telling that of all the songs on
`Tarantula’, the magnificent `Black Nite Crash’
is the only one that still gets an airing, and we’re
just happy everyone made up and the band got
back together.
While one band ended, a whole slew of others
were just starting out, and the announcement of
local compilation `OXCD’ was to herald one of
the brightest eras on Oxford music. Set for release
on Rotator on the 1st April, `OXCD’ featured
the cream of the local crop at the time: The
Candyskins, Heavenly, Thurman, The Egg,
Beaker, Dustball, The Mystics, The Daisies,
Wonderland, Arthur Turners Lovechild?, Blue
Kite, The Bigger the God and Skydrive, plus a
special track recorded by ATL? and Sam Batlle
from Beaker with the Oxford United squad, `You
Are My Sunshine’.
In addition to the album was a cassette of newer
local bands selected by Nightshift entitled `Eine

Kleine Nightshiftmusik’, which featured the
likes of Dubwiser, Shuffle, The Changelings,
Daytripper, Ether, Bubbleman, Flow,
Blameless, The Relationships, Borgnine,
August, High’n’Mighty and Twist.
A day of gigs and instore shows around Oxford
was planned for the release.

10 YEARS AGO

A decade on from `OXCD’ and only The
Relationships and Dubwiser remained from the
class of 96, and a quick survey of this month’s
releases sees names like Young Knives, Dusty
Sound System, Witches, Harlette and Mile
High Young Team leading the local field, while
rising local starlets whose names dotted the
gig guide included Where I’m Calling From,
The Delta Frequency, The Family Machine,
Suitable Case For Treatment, Foals and The
Epstein, some of whom have gone onto become
local music royalty.
While Faringdon rockers Belarus graced the
cover of Nightshift in March 2006, Oxford
mourned the passing of Drug Squad and Swim
the Atlantic bassist Steve Gore who lost his
battle with cancer. Steve was remembered
with a reunion show by Swim the Atlantic last
month, which raised over £400 for Sobell House
Hospice.
Away from local bands, bigger names coming to
town this month were Jamaican reggae legends
Eek-A-Mouse and Max Romeo, both at The
Zodiac, plus Gogol Bordello, 65Daysofstatic,
Crowbar and Britrapper Kano, all at the Zodiac,

5 YEARS AGO

Five years on and Nightshift’s cover stars were
Fixers, while over in the Introducing section
we were welcoming Trophy Wife, both bands
at the time associated with the Blessing Force
collective/movement that was making ripples in
the national press.
Radiohead released `The King of Limbs’ this
month in 2006, which is a stark reminder that
it’s about bloody time they gave us a follow-up.
Given their track record of unannounced album
releases, we’re guessing a new one is appearing
in your inbox as you read this.
Similarly tardy at the time were The Rock of
Travolta, whose second album, `Fine Lines’,
arrived five years on from their debut. At least
they had the excuse that they’d undergone a
major line-up change. “The perfect soundtrack
to Ridley Scott’s promised realisation of Joe
Haldeman’s The Forever War, concluded
Nightshift’s review.
Tiger Mendoza also released their debut album,
`Aim For the Head’, but at least Ian De Quadros
has got round to recording a new one – released
this month, as well as a series of singles, EPs and
remixes in the interim. Take note, Radiohead,
you lazy urchins.
Over on the gig front there were visits to
town for Congo Natty aka Rebel MC, at The
Bullingdon, while Rumer was at The New
Theatre, Example was at The O2 Academy and
The Unthanks were at The Regal.

DEMOS

Sponsored by

DEMO OF
THE MONTH
SLATE HEARTS

Whether you like it or not we seem to be
in the middle of a fully-fledged grunge
revival right now which, for those of us
decrepit enough to have lived through it
first time round (did we tell you about the
time we saw Nirvana on tour with Tad
and Mudhoney, like before you were even
born? Buy us a pint and we’ll tell you all
about it in a slightly gloating manner) feels
both strange (was it really long enough
ago to warrant a revival yet?) and not at all
unwelcome (Nirvana, Tad and Mudhoney
or Bastille, Peace and The 1975? Like that’s
even a question worth asking). Not at all
unwelcome particularly on the evidence of
young upstairs like Slate Hearts who seem to
have taken `In Utero’ as their starting point
and made it their mission to accidentally on
purpose stamp on anything and everything
with even a hint of an r’n’b influence that
gets in the way as they tumble head-first
through a slew of everything-turned-upto-eleven, all-effects-pedals-engaged
noisefest, the singer, when he isn’t sounding
a bit like Marc Bolan in the middle of an
amphetamine-fuelled breakdown, bordering
on outright hysteria, like a beast on fire and
in not inconsiderable torment. Add to this
some brutish sludgy grunge riffage (`Skin’)
or equally louche and speedfreaked twochord noise mayhem (`Presley’) that might
be struggling (with pleasing results, we must
point out) to find a meeting point between
Fugazi and Soundgarden. Not that it’s all
blistering noise; these boys have got tunes
and a sense of fun amid the crunchy nut
rifforama. Time, we think, to go and dig out
those old Green River singles we’d almost
forgotten we’d shoved in the loft. Grunge,
yeah. It’s back and looks like we’ve caught it
in a right old mood. Excellent.

OLD ERNIE

Three state of the art rehearsal rooms.
For bookings.
Call Jamie on 07917685935
Glasshouse studios, Cumnor, Oxford
glasshousestudios.org

A while back we listened to a recording
someone had made of a giant wasps nest
under a bedroom floor. It was frankly
terrifying, a queasy, portentous heartbeat
from the blackest hole of Hell. Coil would
have struggled to concoct anything so evil.
We’re reminded of that nightmare scenario
while listening to Old Ernie’s demo – a one
track affair that goes on for 14 minutes.
From the off we just know it’s going to be
Demo of the Month, with its slumbering
demon heartbeat and slowly rising tide
of claustrophobic drones – the perfect
soundtrack to some horrific slow-burning

Demo of the Month wins a free half day
at Soundworks studio in Oxford,
courtesy of Umair Chaudhry. Visit
www.umairchaudhry.co.uk/nightshift

sci-fi horror flick. The sparse but oppressive
textures continue their relentless march
until around the seven and half minute mark
when a sense of urgency starts to creep in,
the drones stuttering a little, but it only adds
to the creeping dread of the piece. Then just
after ten minutes, bump! All change with the
drones replaced by freewheeling guitar scree
and it turns into a bruiser of a stoner-rock
track. Still good stuff. And then. Oh shit.
Shitting hell. Some fucker starts singing. We
use the term `singing’ in its loosest sense;
it’s more of a sickly dog-like whine/groan/
mumble things. And that’s it – all that hard
work gone to fuckery. Ruined. Ernie, you
daft sod – you had it in your hands. You
were top of the pile. The prize was yours.
And you had to go and open your mouth. 2-0
up in injury time and you blew it. Frankly,
being thrown into a giant wasps nest is the
least you deserve for such carelessness.

SID VISCOUS

Ah ha, we see what he did there. Like Sid
Vicious but more treacly. Turns out there
is an actual Sid Viscous page on Facebook,
intended as a tribute to the dead Pistols
pogo man and likely unintentionally
misspelled. This particular Sid Viscous
is actually a bloke called Oliver Harris
from Headington who makes instrumental
music using a Fender Jazz, Ableton and
samples. And mostly it’s pretty ruddy good,
`House of Joy’ living up to its title with
steely electronic beats bolstering a bubbly
electronic melody and oddly gothic bassline.
A bit like `Popcorn’ by Hot Butter for the
laptop rave generation. Best of the lot here
is `Gom Jabbar’, which unsurprisingly relies
heavily on dialogue samples from Dune, the
music taking a distinct turn for the darker,
all future-factory industrial clang and drone,
again the bass adding a counterpoint vibe
with its early-80s off-funk. We listen to it
four times in a row and it gets better each
time. Particularly the fourth time round when
we crank the volume up to a level that makes
all our Wade Whimsy ornaments vibrate
off the windowsill and sets the neighbour’s
burglar alarm off. `The Spinal Staircase’,
despite its cool title, is less effective, neither
dark nor light enough, but `Eschaton’ ramps
up the industrial drum&bass clang once
again, at least until it goes all parpy and
weird, like a giant sentient spaceship doing
a massive spaceship fart. Seriously, there’s
not enough giant spaceship farting in modern
music.

ANDY ROBBINS

Andy Robbins is a lifelong Fulham fan. We
know this because he has the club’s crest
on his guitar, so he knows a thing or two
about loss and disappointment in life. And

he channels these feelings into his music.
Last time round we gave the poor chap a
bit of a savaging in these pages, which in
retrospect was like kicking a man when he’s
down, but it’s encouraging to hear he’s spent
the interim upping his game to a degree his
beloved team are struggling to match. An
open mic club regular who lists Bob Dylan
among his chief influences, Andy’s own
music is bluesier than that might suggest,
`Premonition Blues’ in particular a rootsy
jam that touches base with Van Morrison
and Eric Clapton. We half hoped `Don’t
Come Around No More’ was going to be a
mis-titled cover of the Tom Petty classic but
instead it’s a lightweight organ-driven blues
canter, while `End of the Line’ is decent
pretty standard lovelorn acoustic ballad
fare. `All Out At Sea’, though, is a far more
confident and accomplished example of
what he’s capable of, his slightly breathless,
world-weary blues croon/croak reminiscent
of Joe Cocker and Jack Savoretti over an
almost jazzy full band arrangement that suits
him better than the simple voice-and-guitar
numbers. Always good to hear an artist
up their game from one demo to the next.
Maybe if Fulham can show a similar about
turn in form, promotion might be on the
cards next season.

DOLLY MAVIES

Dolly Mavies isn’t really called Dolly
Mavies. She’s called Molly Davies, and has
obviously adopted her sneaky new moniker
to avoid having to pay tax on her musical
earnings. How much do you get for a million
Spotify plays these days? 65p? Musicians
these days are spoilt, really they are. Fret
not, young singer with hope in your heart –
while you’re busy counting all those pennies
one by one into your piggy bank, there’s a
fat man in a suit bathing in fifty quid notes
off the back of your creativity. No wonder
Dolly/Molly here sounds so sad. Possessed
of a limpid, slightly breathless voice, and
accompanied by nothing more than the
sparsest of sparse acoustic guitar, she pours
her heart out in sombre, occasionally bluestinged folk-pop songs like `The Weight of
You’ and the wispy `You & Yourself’, very
occasionally reminding us of the late, great
Kate Garrett. It’s all a bit slight for the most
part but there’s a purity about Dolly/Molly’s
singing that you’d have to have a heart
of pure granite not to warm to. Talking of
which, Mr Spotify has decided he wants the
contents of your piggy bank too. His helipad
needs a new coat of gold paint.

RENEGADE B

With a name like that you’re doubtless
expecting this month’s seemingly obligatory
local hip hop demos, but you’d be wrong.
Renegade B is actually a bloke called
Bernard and he used to play in long-since
gone, but not yet forgotten indie janglers
Tristan & the Troubadours, who looked on
the cusp of something great about 10 years

ago before all going off to university (one
of them was later spotted on University
Challenge and is doubtless now earning
about fifty trillion times as much as he ever
would have waiting for a Spotify payment
to come through). Anyway, Bernard here
sounds like he’d be far more comfortable at
a provincial pub open mic session than a rap
battle, strumming and picking vigorously
while venting a decent amount of ire that
makes him sound like a slightly aggressive
busker who wants to join The Libertines.
There’s mention of anarchy but mostly this
seems to be about lovely ladies who maybe
don’t love you back as much as you’d like,
though he does have a song called `When the
Dubstep Fed the Riot’, which, if it’s hardly
`White Man In Hammersmith Palais’, does
suggest the fella’s got a bit of fight in him.

01865 240250

THE DEMO
DUMPER
THE ABSTRACTION

We were starting to worry it was all going a
bit too well so far, with none of this month’s
demos sending us into a squawking rage or
an inescapable slough of despond. And to
be honest, this effort isn’t going to either.
It’s not terrible; it’s not incompetent musical
bin juice; it’s not even dead-eyed careerist
rock of no discernible creative merit. It’s just
boring. Really, really boring. Oh, it starts off
just great, a beefy thrash-metal riff-storm that
could have been plucked from pretty much
any Metallica album down the years, and we
ready ourselves to smash the office furniture
again. So… yeah… nice solo. Can we just
get on with the song now, please? Oh, there is
no song. It’s an elongated thrash metal guitar
solo. Well, hey, that’s okay, bit overstretched
at almost six minutes but plenty of that there
rock artillery power in evidence so we’ll wait
for the next one to take it to the next level.
Sorry, what’s that? Another six-minute guitar
solo? Stretching the onanism a bit now, aren’t
we? Three more all the fucking same, you
say? You know how to get a party going, don’t
you? Christ almighty, we’re hardly averse
to a bit of fret butchery here at Nightshift; in
fact we positively revel in it. But five guitar
solos stretching to a combined length of half
a fucking hour only pushes one button round
here and that’s the one marked “Coming
to get you with a fucking claw hammer,
you self-indulgent, industrial-strength fret
wanker.” Wouldn’t be in the least but surprised
to discover the bloke (bound to be a bloke,
right?) did originally have a band around him
when the recording session started but they
too got so fed up waiting for his narcissistic
self pleasuring to finish they packed up, went
to the pub, changed their phone numbers, got
married, raised their children to become model
citizens and retired to the Costa del Sol. By
which time Mr Thrash-metal pork puller here
was still playing a fucking solo.

Send demos for review to: Nightshift, PO Box 312, Kidlington, OX5 1ZU, or email links to
editor@nightshiftmag.co.uk, clearly marked Demos. IMPORTANT: no review without
a contact address and phone number; no more than four tracks on a demo please. If you
can’t handle criticism, please don’t send us your demo. And don’t fucking whine about your
review on Twitter either, else we’ll print a screenshot and make you look like a prize tit.

TURAN AUDIO.co.uk
Professional, independent CD mastering

Artists mastered in the studio last month include;

CAMERON AG, THE PINK DIAMOND REVUE,
TAIL FEATHER, SONS OF BALAUR, CHRIS
BARKER, MATT GALLAGHER, PUBLIC IMAGE
LTD, AND YOU WILL KNOW US BY THE TRAIL OF
THE DEAD, IAN DURY & THE BLOCKHEADS, IAN
HUNTER BAND, MIKE OLDFIELD, PETE MYATT,
MARK SPRINGER, THE MIGHTY REDOX.
01865 716466

tim@turanaudio.co.uk

COURTYARD
RECORDING STUDIO

2 Tracking Rooms. Superb Control Room with:
NEVE 5106 32 Channel Console. ProTools HD3
MTR 90 2” 24 Track Tape Machine. Vintage EMT Plate Reverb
Loads of Brilliant Outboard Gear
Loads of Great Mics, Vintage and Modern
Old School Akai/Roland Synth Modules
Upright Piano, Fender Rhodes, Amps and great vibes.

Residential recording studio in Sutton Courtenay.
www.courtyardrecordingstudio.co.uk
In-house producer: Ian Davenport www.ian-davenport.co.uk
Email: kate@cyard.com
Phone: Kate on 01235 845800

A GRAND DAY OUT FROM THE BESTIVAL FAMILY

TICKETS
FROM

£27.50

BANK HOLIDAY WEEKEND
SATURDAY

DURAN DURAN
KATY B

SUNDAY

PRIMAL SCREAM
SPECIAL GUEST

CRAIG DAVID’S TS5

SOUL II SOUL
PUBLIC ENEMY
JAMIE LAWSON
THE CUBAN BROTHERS GAZ COOMBES / KURUPT FM

CHAS & DAVE / MR MOTIVATOR GHOSTPOET / THE SUGARHILL GANG
DON BROCO / RAN KAN KAN
OXFORD CITY SINGERS
DJS & SOUNDSYSTEMS

DJS & SOUNDSYSTEMS

DAVID RODIGAN MBE
PRES. RAM JAM:

MY NU LENG & DREAD MC - DJ ZINC
PRINCE FATTY - VENUM SOUND
PLUS: 99 SOULS / HOUSEWURK

HOSPITALITY TAKEOVER:

CAMO & KROOKED - LONDON ELEKTRICITY,
FRED V & GRAFIX - ETHERWOOD,
DYNAMITE MC & WREC
PLUS: AMY BECKER / BACK FOR GOOD

SUGAR SKULLS COCKTAIL BAR

SUGAR SKULLS COCKTAIL BAR

BEN GOMORI / CORNERSTONE SOUNDSYSTEM
GHETTOSPHERIC / MIM & THIRSTY / DJ GILES
JOEL KANE / DJ HECKTICK

SIMPLE PRES: JASPER JAMES / EM WILLIAMS / JAMES WESTON
XAVIER / TIM GORE / TOM BAKER / STAV
DAN GASCOYNE / BURT COPE

DISCO SHED

DISCO SHED

COUNT SKYLARKIN / KERRY&CASIO / DJ FU / GREG’S GREATS PEEPSHOW PADDY / DEL GAZEEBO / EM WILLIAMS / DAPPER DAN
HARVEY K-TEL / ALEX 19 FROM WIGAN / JASON ‘THE CAT’ KING
TROL23 / JJ MAURAGE’S REGGAE BINGO / MISS SPLINTERS
AMAZING VENUES, BARS & STREET FOOD

SCRUMPTIOUS STREET FOOD / THE JAM JAR BAR / KIDS AREA / HORNS OF PLENTY / KNITTING TENT / BIGTOPMANIA CIRCUS
UNCOMMON STAGE PRESENTED BY NIGHTSHIFT / WEST END KIDS / ARTS & CRAFTS / BOUNCY CASTLES & MORE

PLUS MORE ACTS TO BE ANNOUNCED

DAY, WEEKEND & VIP PACKAGES AVAILABLE
DON’T MISS OUT ON TIER THREE TICKET PRICES

COMMONPEOPLE.NET

